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Abstract
Mechanical oscillators form the primary structure of a wide variety of devices in-
cluding energy harvesters and vibration absorbers, and also have parallel systems in
electrical fields for signal processing. In the area of wave propagation, recent study
in periodic chains have focused on active tuning methods to control bandgap regions,
bands in the frequency response in which no propagating wave modes exist. In en-
ergy harvesting, several coupled systems have been proposed to enhance the peak
power or bandwidth of a single harvester through arrays or dynamic magnification.
Though there are applications in several fields, the work in this dissertation can all
fit into the category of coupled non-linear oscillators. In each sub-field, this study
demonstrates means to advance state of the art techniques by adding nonlinearity to
a coupled system of linear oscillators, or by adding a coupled device to a nonlinear
oscillator.
The first part of this dissertation develops the analytical methods for studying
wave propagation in nonlinear systems. A framework for studying rotational systems
is presented and used to design an testbed for wave propagation experiments using
a chain of axially aligned pendulums. Standard analytical methods are also adapted
to allow uncertainty analysis techniques to provide insight into the relative impact of
variations in design parameters. Most analytical insight in these systems is derived
from a linearlized model and assumes low amplitude oscillations. Additional study
on the nonlinear system is performed to analyze the types of deviations from this
iv
behavior that would be expected as amplitudes increase and nonlinear effects become
more prominent.
The second part of this dissertation describes and demonstrates the first means
of passive control of bandgap regions in a periodic structure. By imposing an asym-
metrical bistability to an oscillator in each unit cell, it is analytically shown that
each potential well has different wave propagation behaviors. Experimental demon-
strations are also provided to confirm the simulated results.
The final section performs analytical and numerical analysis of a new system
design to improve the performance of a nonlinear energy harvester by adding an
excited dynamic magnifier. It is shown that this addition results in higher peak
power and wider bandwidth than the uncoupled harvester. Unlike standard dynamic
magnifiers, this performance does not come at the expense of power efficiency, and
unlike harvester arrays, does not require the added cost of multiple energy harvesters.
Most importantly, in the frequency range with coexisting solutions, it improves upon
the nonlinear harvester’s primary limitation by making the high amplitude solution
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1Introduction
Within the past two decades, energy manipulation has become an increasingly im-
portant area of study in a variety of applications. The signal processing field is
interested in wave propagation and wave shaping for modern wireless devices. Me-
chanical systems often require wave attenuation to minimize vibrations. Energy
harvesters may instead prefer to reshape a signal in order to increase the amount
that can be captured.
This dissertation primarily focuses on fundamental research into the field of en-
ergy manipulation, specifically the ways in which nonlinear systems of coupled os-
cillators can provide design advantages for propagation, attenuation, or other ma-
nipulation of an energy source. Each system studied can be represented by a block
diagram similar to Fig. 1.1. Though mechanical oscillators are modeled, mathemat-
ically equivalent systems are also seen in other areas such as granular chains [2–4]








Figure 1.1: General block diagram of a 1D chain of coupled oscillators representing
the specific system of Chapter 3, but which is qualitatively similar to the model for
every chapter. The spring connecting two masses is referred to as the coupling
stiffness, and the spring connecting a mass to ground is the restoring stiffness or
on-site stiffness. Fixed boundary conditions are shown here, though some systems
in this dissertation will use free boundary conditions.
1.1 Coupled Oscillators Background
The background concept most important in Chapters 2-5 is the bandgap. In study-
ing wave propagation applications [6–9], a system’s frequency response is generally
divided into two possible classifications, propagation or attenuation [10, 11]. In a
propagation zone (or pass band), wave propagation occurs, and the signal is trans-
mitted through the chain. In an attenuation zone (or stop band), the signal degrades
along the length of the chain and is not fully transmitted. For discrete chains with
periodically repeating segments called unit cells [12], when all masses and stiffness
are identical, a 1D chain will typically have a single propagation zone with a max-
imum frequency, and above that frequency an attenuation zone. A bandgap forms
when asymmetry [13] is introduced in the form of a changed mass or an introduced
defect [14, 15]. This bandgap splits the single propagation zone into two (in the case
of a dimer chain) or more (in the case of longer unit cells) propagation zones, each
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Figure 1.2: Frequency response for the system of Chapter 4. (a) When all masses
are identical, 1.0-3.5 Hz is a single propagation zone in this example. (b) When two
masses comprising a unit cell are different, a central bandgap (shaded) separates the
two propagation zones.
separated by a narrow attenuation zone which is referred to as a bandgap.
Theoretically, bandgap regions can be calculated for linear chains through an-
alyzing a single unit cell. By modeling the cell as a circulant matrix, the system
represents an infinite chain. The eigenvalue problem [16] can then be solved for
frequency in terms of the wave number using the propagation constant technique
[17]. Figure 1.2 shows an example solution for the system of Chapter 4. This type
of plot will be shown throughout the dissertation as it provides fundamental insight
into the behavior of the system. The most important information on this plot is
derived from the vertical axis, frequency. Each frequency at which a solution exists
is a propagation zone for that frequency. Where there is no solution for any wave
number, the system has an attenuation zone at that frequency. The specific wave
number that corresponds to a given frequency can provide additional information
about the solution, for example phase difference between adjacent oscillators, but
this aspect will not be a focus of the following research.
Though bandgaps in linear systems are well understood, nonlinear systems are
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still an active research area. The previously mentioned propagation constant tech-
nique does not fully describe nonlinear behaviors [18] and only gives reasonable
approximations for linearized models with low amplitude oscillations [19]. However,
intentionally introducing nonlinearities can provide additional functionality not pos-
sible in linear counterparts [20]. Previous work in this area has focused on active
control techniques to manipulate bandgap regions through parameter tuning [21–23],
component replacement [24–26], or the application of external forces [27]. The follow-
ing chapters will supplement these techniques by demonstrating a method of passive
control as well as by providing a framework for performing uncertainty analysis.
The study of coupled oscillators expands beyond the field of wave propagation.
The final chapter of this dissertation will apply some related techniques to the field
of energy harvesting. Like wave propagation, active research in this field has moved
beyond the well understood linear case and is instead focused on the benefits of
intentionally introduced nonlinearities [28]. Two of the most promising paths are
the bistable oscillator [29–31] in which multiple stable solutions can coexist in each
potential well or cross-well, and the hardening-type oscillator [1, 32–34] in which the
frequency response is curved such that higher amplitude solutions occur at higher
frequencies allowing a wider solution bandwidth than the narrowband linear case.
Previous research in introducing coupling into energy harvesting applications have
been in the areas of dynamic magnification and arrays [35–37]. Addition of a dynamic
magnifier can be thought of as the reverse of the classic dynamics problem of adding
a vibration absorber to an excited mass. Here, the dynamic magnifier can be added
between the harvester and excitation source [38–41], or on the outside of the harvester
[42], and it’s purpose is to be tuned such as to amplify the harvester’s response.
Though several systems have been able to improve a harvester’s peak power, this has
come at the expense of power per unit mass in some cases, and through changing
the response frequency in others [43, 44].
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Figure 1.3: Cyan (light gray shaded) area represents (a) forward and (b) reverse
frequency sweeps for a hardening-type energy harvester with excited dynamic mag-
nifier, as described in Chapter 6. The solid black line shows the standalone energy
harvester for reference, and the blue open circles show the analytical solution of the
coupled system, highlighting the expanded bandwidth and increased amplitude.
Arrays of oscillators are different than dynamic magnifiers in that all masses are
directly connected to the excitation source, and all are capable of harvesting energy
[45–47]. A common array model mis-tunes each oscillator to a different natural
frequency, so that the overall system has a wide bandwidth, even though only a
small number of harvesters would be active at any given frequency. The primary
drawback of this type of system is obviously cost since the harvesters are the most
expensive component, and it is cost-inefficient to have idle harvesters. The final
chapter of this dissertation combines the array and magnifier models to investigate
the so-called excited dynamic magnifier. Figure 1.3 shows an example performance
improvement of excited dynamic magnification over a standalone nonlinear harvester.
1.2 Research Contributions
The objective of this work is to theoretically and experimentally investigate the
behavior of nonlinearly coupled oscillators and the mechanisms by which they ma-
nipulate energy, specifically contrasting against either uncoupled systems or linearly
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coupled systems. Simplicity is generally preferred in mechanical systems. Fewer
or more basic moving components typically result in a less expensive and more ro-
bust product. However, there can be cases where the addition of such parts can
significantly improve performance. The following sections describe advantageous
phenomena that can occur with nonlinear coupling that are not present in their
linear counterparts, and where the addition of a coupled oscillator can significantly
improve the performance of the previously standalone device.
1.2.1 Uncertainty Propagation
The propagation constant technique has previously been used to predict band gap
regions in linear oscillator chains by solving an eigenvalue problem for frequency in
terms of a wave number. This chapter describes a method by which selected de-
sign parameters can be separated from the eigenvalue problem, allowing standard
uncertainty propagation techniques to provide closed form solutions for the uncer-
tainty in frequency. Examples are provided for different types of measurement or
environmental uncertainty showing the varying robustness of a band gap region to
changes in parameters of the same or different order. The system studied in this
paper is comprised of repelling magnetic oscillators using a dipole model and has
been the basis for follow up study in solitary waves [48]. Numerical simulation has
been performed to confirm the accuracy of analytical solutions up to a certain level
of base excitation amplitude after which nonlinear effects change the predicted band
gap regions to low energy chaos.
1.2.2 Passive Reconfiguration
Current periodic structures are constrained to have fixed energy transmission be-
havior unless active control or component replacement is used to alter their wave
propagation characteristics. The introduction of nonlinearity to generate multiple
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stable equilibria is an alternative strategy for realizing distinct energy propagation
behaviors. A reconfigurable bandgap system is created by implementing passive
switching between multiple stable states of equilibrium, to alter the level of energy
attenuation in response to environmental stimuli. The ability to avoid potentially
catastrophic loads is demonstrated by tailoring the band pass and bandgap regions
to coalesce for two stable equilibria and varying an external load parameter to trigger
a bifurcation. The proposed phenomenon could be utilized in remote or autonomous
applications where component modifications and active control are impractical.
1.2.3 Propagation in a Rotational System
Wave propagation and energy absorption are studied in a 1D array of axially aligned
pendulums under various forms of base excitation. In the system studied, each pair
of pendulums comprising a single unit cell is connected through linear torsional cou-
pling, and asymmetry is introduced by varying their masses. Similar to translational
systems, when subjected to harmonic base excitation, band gaps are observed in this
rotational system over predictable frequency ranges. It is observed that varying the
uncoupled restoring force parameters (mass and gravitational strength) shifts the ex-
pected band gap regions under harmonic excitation. This asymmetry in pendulum
masses can also be exploited for the purposes of energy absorption when the system
is subjected to base excitation in the form of an impulse. Numerical simulations
are performed to demonstrate the accuracy of analytical solutions for both types of
external forcing.
1.2.4 Experimental Passive Bandgap Reconfiguration
By applying an asymmetric on-site restoring force in a 1D chain of oscillators, we
demonstrate experimentally that a morphing in the bandgap structure or passive
bandgap reconfiguration can be triggered by an increase in environmental excitation
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amplitude. Recent studies on wave propagation have focused on new capabilities
and behaviors resulting from intrinsic nonlinearities. This chapter details a bistable
experimental design that achieves amplitude dependent filtering through passive
bandgap reconfiguration which is triggered by a bifurcation. The system studied
comprises a 1D chain of axially aligned pendulums in dimer unit cells with geo-
metrically nonlinear nearest neighbor coupling where bistability is induced through
repulsive magnets. When the bistability is asymmetric, each potential well has a
different linear spectra. Though this paper uses mechanically coupled oscillators as
an example, the phenomenon itself could be used in any wave propagation media
where asymmetric bistability can be implemented.
1.2.5 Excited Dynamic Magnification
Dynamic magnifiers and coupled harvester arrays are two strategies that have been
developed over the past decade to improve peak power and bandwidth as compared
to a single tuned energy harvester. However, both of these methods come with
drawbacks. Dynamic magnifiers require retuning since they change peak response
frequency of the driven oscillator and some designs result in decreased power per unit
mass. Coupled harvester arrays’ increased bandwidth include central valleys between
peaks and also significantly increase system cost. This chapter will describe an ex-
cited dynamic magnifier which borrows design characteristics from both traditional
dynamic magnifiers and harvester arrays in order to overcome these drawbacks. A
hardening-type tuned energy harvester with excited dynamic magnifier can achieve
higher peak power, greater power per unit mass, and wider bandwidth without the
need for retuning and for a minimal added cost as compared to the uncoupled har-
vester. It also significantly improves upon the performance of an uncoupled nonlinear
harvester in the frequency range of coexisting solutions by expanding the basin of
attraction for the high amplitude solution.
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1.3 Thesis Organization
This dissertation is thematically grouped into three different sections. Chapters 2
and 3 are the first section and they propose new analytical and numerical techniques
for studying energy manipulation. Chapter 2 describes a method for rearranging the
standard form of systems of wave propagation equations in order to allow the appli-
cation of standard uncertainty propagation techniques. It also numerically qualifies
behavior of nonlinear systems, and contrasts them with linearized models, specifically
noting areas in solution space that are more or less robust to nonlinearity. Chap-
ter 3 describes a method of passive bandgap reconfiguration through asymmetric
bistability within each unit cell.
Chapters 4 and 5 then build off this theoretical foundation by developing and
testing an experimental testbed to confirm the viability of passive bandgap reconfig-
uration. Chapter 4 describes the beneficial features of using a chain of axially aligned
pendulums for studying wave propagation. Chapter 5 then consists primarily of ex-
perimental demonstration of the passive bandgap reconfiguration phenomenon.
Finally, Chapter 6 transitions into the field of energy harvesting. Unlike the
previous chapters which all focused on chains of repeating unit cells, this section
focuses instead at the more basic level of introducing coupling to extend the system
beyond a single oscillator. This analytical and numerical model predicts significant
improvement in peak power and bandwidth of a hardening type energy harvester
when the added excited dynamic magnifier is tuned to have its natural frequency
slightly greater than the peak frequency of the uncoupled harvester.
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2Uncertainty Propagation in the Bandgap Structure
of a 1D Array of Magnetically Coupled Oscillators
2.1 Introduction
Wave propagation is a commonly studied area with applications in acoustics, optics,
and vibrations. Depending on the application, it may be desirable to minimize
wave propagation for purposes of energy absorption or wave guiding. Waves are
normally modeled using harmonic vibration of repeated elements. For the present
study, wave propagation occurs along a path in which the repeated elements exhibit
only nonlinear coupling and have no independent restoring forces.
Much of the current research in energy absorbtion can be traced back to the
study of elementary granular collisions of simple one dimensional waves analytically
[2, 6, 8, 9], numerically [7] and experimentally [3, 4]. Decorated and tapered diame-
ter chains showed significantly better impulse absorption properties than the uniform
case [49–52]. Though this chapter primarily focuses on the linear regime of a nonlin-
ear system, several recent works on similar nonlinear systems provided fundamental
insight of the differing expected behaviors. These include work on nonlinear solitary
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waves in compressed granular chains [27] and strongly nonlinear traveling waves in
uncompressed homogenous chains [53].
A well documented method of absorption of vibrational base excitation is through
the identification of band gaps [12], frequency ranges in which no propagating wave
modes exist [13]. An elegant solution method for linear problems, that formed the
basis for Section 2.4, was derived in Ref. [17] and extended to doubly periodic struc-
tures in Ref. [54], in which a traveling wave solution form is assumed and the model
reduces to a standard eigenvalue problem. Ref. [16] connects the granular chain stud-
ies to this band gap research through analysis of realistic discontinuous interactions
such as loss of contact between adjacent beads.
Furthering band gap research, the typical linear mass-spring model was advanced
by including an additional cubic spring that was solved using a nonlinear map ap-
proach [55]. In Ref. [56], perturbation analysis was performed on a similar nonlinear
mass-spring model which identified amplitude dependent behavior that was not ob-
served in the previous linear cases, but was also observed in the nonlinear system of
this chapter. Experimental validation of nonlinear band gaps occurred through mea-
suring wave propagation along a diatomic chain of steel and aluminum balls under
Hertzian contact [57]. The standing wave solution form (applicable in attenuation
zones) was solved using nonlinear normal modes against the more common traveling
wave form (applicable in propagation zones) which was solved using a multiple scales
perturbation analysis in Ref. [19].
In contrast to many prior works that used generic springs to represent the restor-
ing forces, this chapter models magnetic interactions to provide nonlinear coupling
between adjacent elements. The most common models for magnetic forces are the
electric loop model [58], in which the magnet is assumed to be a dipole at its center
of mass, and the point charge model in which it is modeled as two monopoles at op-
posite edges of its mass. Analytical comparisons of these two models confirmed that
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Figure 2.1: An example configuration showing n  2 unit cells
as the separation distance between magnets increased, these two models converge to
the same value [59]. Due to the centralization of the forces at a single point, the
dipole model is simpler to use in practice, and experimental validation has shown
this model is accurate for distances greater than the size of the magnet [60].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Sections 2.2-2.3 describe the phys-
ical system and its mathematical model, respectively. Section 2.4 derives analytical
solutions for small oscillations about a nonlinear static equilibrium. Section 2.5 then
performs uncertainty analysis on the analytically predicted band gap regions for
changes in selected parameters. Finally, Section 2.6 uses numerical simulation to
study the nonlinear effects of increased excitation amplitude.
2.2 System Description
A schematic of the hypothetical system is shown in Fig. 2.1. The primary components
of the system were modeled as grade N42 cylindrical ring magnets on a rigid inner
rail. Magnets were added in pairs, with one adjacent pair of magnets comprising a
single unit cell. Though identical magnets are used for each oscillator, differences
were introduced, such as adding an external mass to one magnet, in order to create
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Table 2.1: Constants used in numerical simulations
Name Designation Value
Mass m .04 kg
Volume V 1.51  106 m3
Magnetization M 1.05  106 A/m
Equilibrium Separation Distance x˜j  x˜j1 .05 m
Viscous Damping c .02 Ns/m
a desired level of disorder. Magnets were aligned such that all magnets repelled each
adjacent neighbor. Additionally, a final magnet (identical to the first magnet) was
added such that there was always an odd number of magnets on the rail. If the unit
cell was repeated n times, the total number of magnets in the system was 2n  1.
The first and last magnets on each end of the system were fixed in place, with
a constant relative position on the rail. All other magnets were free to move in
the axial direction. Rotation of the magnets was not considered. Base excitation
was then applied to the rail with a prescribed amplitude and frequency in the axial
direction, causing prescribed translational motion of the two fixed magnets. It was
assumed that there was no frictional force between the free moving magnets and the
rail in the application of this exterior force, however linear viscous damping was later
considered in numerical simulations of the system.
2.3 Mathematical Model
Since the oscillators are assumed to be aligned in the horizontal plane, the only
forces on the system in the direction of motion are from magnetic interactions and
damping. Placing the origin at the center of the left most magnet at time t  0, the
position of the jth magnet at time t is described by xjptq.
Since all magnets are aligned to repel their neighbors, by convention, the dipole
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moment of the first magnet in each unit cell will be
modd  pMV qˆI (2.1)
and meven  modd, where M is the magnetization, V is the volume of the each
magnet, Iˆ is the axial unit vector and all magnets are assumed to be of identical size
and strength. The relative position of magnet i with respect to magnet j is then
rij  pxi  xj qˆI. (2.2)
The generic three-dimensional attractive or repulsive force [60] on magnet i due to












where rij is the magnitude of rij. When motion and magnet orientation are restricted












2.3.1 Equation of Motion
Using Newton’s Second Law, the generalized coordinates will be xj for j  2, 3...n1,
the magnets that are free to move along the rail. When mj is the mass for the j
th
magnet, and its associated acceleration is :xj, the n  1 equations of motion for the
central magnets are then of the form
mj:xj  Fj. (2.5)
After substituting the results of Eqs. 2.1 and 2.4, and adding linear damping, the
final form is


























Figure 2.2: The frequency band structure shows the plotted solutions to Eq. 2.14
for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg and shows that there is a propagation
constant for all frequencies   7 Hz
2.4 Perturbations About the Nonlinear Equilibrium
To analyze the expected response of this system, an infinitely long chain will be
modeled by wrapping a single unit cell upon itself as a circulant matrix. In the case
where M and V are the same for all oscillators, the equilibrium position is trivially
calculated through placing all magnets equidistant from both of its neighbors. The
system is then linearized about this equilibrium position and evaluated after intro-
ducing a small perturbation. The solution is then assumed to be in the form of a
traveling wave. Finally, the system of equations can be rewritten in the form of a
standard eigenvalue problem that can be solved for the frequency and amplitude of
oscillations. Section 2.6 will analyze these assumptions at increased excitation levels
to assess their suitability for realistic nonlinear systems.
The first step in the analysis of this infinite chain will be linearization about the
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Figure 2.3: The frequency band structure shows the plotted solutions to Eq. 2.14
for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg. The shaded region illustrates the attenu-
ation zone between frequencies 5 7 Hz where Eq. 2.14 has no propagation constant
solutions.
stable system equilibrium, x˜. The Taylor series expansion of Eq. 2.4 for a small
perturbation from equilibrium results in
F px˜j1   ξj1, x˜j   ξj, x˜j 1   ξj 1q (2.7)
 F px˜j1, x˜j, x˜j 1q   ξj1C2   ξjC3   ξj 1C4  H.O.T.
where F px˜j1, x˜j, x˜j 1q  0 by definition and the constants have the following values
C2pjq  6µ0
pipx˜j  x˜j1q5 (2.8)
C3pjq  6µ0
pipx˜j 1  x˜jq5  
6µ0
pipx˜j1  x˜jq5 (2.9)
C4pjq  6µ0
pipx˜j  x˜j 1q5 (2.10)
In a propagation zone, the system solution will take the form of a traveling wave
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[19],
ξj  Ajeipjγωtq (2.11)
where Aj is the amplitude of vibration of the j
th magnet, ω is the frequency of base
excitation, and γ is the wave number. Noting that :xj  :ξj, the acceleration of each
magnet can be represented by
:xj  ω2ξj. (2.12)
After substituting Eqs. 2.7-2.12 into Eq. 2.6, assuming that damping is negligible,











iγq  ω2Aj  0, (2.13)
where m represents the mass of the first oscillator and mj is now a nondimensional
scaling factor so that mjm now equals the mass of the j
th oscillator in kg. This
equation can be rewritten as a standard eigenvalue problem of the form
pSpγq W pωqIqA  0 (2.14)






















for the circulant unit cell with 2 elements.
Solving for the frequency, ω, across the irreducible Brillouin zone (γ ranging from
0 to pi{2) [17] when the two magnets have the same mass, Fig. 2.2 shows that Eq. 2.14
has a solution across the entire usable frequency band with no gaps. However, as
seen in Fig. 2.3, once the mass ratio is changed, a band gap becomes clearly visible.
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Figure 2.4: The frequency band structure shows the plotted solutions to Eq. 2.14
for different mass ratios by holding m1=.04 kg constant and varying m2. Blue regions
represent propagation zones and white space corresponds to attenuation zones.
In this case, between 5  7 Hz, there is no solution to the eigenvalue problem of
Eq. 2.14, and therefore waves cannot propagate in this region. This frequency region
is referred to as an attenuation zone.
The size and location of a band gap can be partially controlled through the initial
system construction by choosing appropriate sizes for each mass. Figure 2.4 shows
the changing locations and size of band gaps for ratios up to m2{m1  10 while
holding m1  .04 kg constant. Specifically, the size of the band gap grows as the
difference between the masses gets larger. Whether the band gap occurs above or
below the critical frequency (5 Hz in Fig. 2.4) is determined by whether the varied
mass (m2 in this case) becomes larger or smaller than the reference constant mass
(m1). If the varied mass is smaller (larger) than the reference mass, the band gap will
occur above (below) the critical frequency. It should be noted that m1 and m2 are
completely interchangeable and either can be used as reference or varied. As can be
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seen in the matrix of Eq. 2.15, if m1 and m2 are reversed, S will still have the same
characteristic equation and the same system behavior will be observed. Thus, a large
m1 with a small m2 will show the same system behavior as a small m1 and large m2.
The same results of the previous example could have alternatively been attained by
holding m2  .02 kg constant, causing a 7 Hz critical frequency. Then setting the
varied m1  .04 kg would result in a band gap below the critical frequency since the
varied mass would be larger than the reference mass, which would again result in the
same band gap between 5-7 Hz.
2.5 Uncertainty Analysis
Given that ω  fpm,M, V q from Eq. 2.16, the absolute uncertainty in frequency
∆ω can be solved using the absolute uncertainty in magnetization ∆M , mass ∆m,












where Y  V 2{m has been temporarily substituted since V and m are assumed to be
perfectly correlated, and M and Y are completely uncorrelated [61]. Solving Eq. 2.17
and substituting for Y results in the final equation for the uncertainty of frequency










The uncertainty in frequency can be graphically shown for variation in each pa-
rameter individually or in conjunction. In the first example, it is assumed that the
mass and volume of each oscillator and the overall system length are constant and
can be accurately measured to a desired level of accuracy. This then leaves only the
magnetization level as an uncertain parameter. The provided manufacturer specifi-
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Figure 2.5: The frequency band structure shows the plotted solutions to Eq. 2.14
for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg. Dotted lines represent uncertainty bound-
aries corresponding to  {  10% of M , which significantly reduce the size of the
shaded attenuation zone.
cations for the magnets used in this system included tolerances between .75-1.5% for
residual flux density. It has been assumed for this example that these errors occur
as a systemic bias affecting all oscillators produced in a particular batch equally as
opposed to independent randomness in the parameters of each oscillator (in which
case, this technique would not be applicable). To account for this and other potential
sources of environmental error such as temperature fluctuation, this factor has been
artificially inflated in Fig. 2.5 which shows the frequency band structure for a system
where M is only known to within  {  10% of its given value. This plot shows that
the original band gap between 5  7 Hz for the case where M is known exactly has
been reduced to 5.4  6.3 Hz after uncertainty is introduced. In this example, 10%
uncertainty in a variable affecting the coupling strength between adjacent oscillators
has resulted in a 55% reduction in the band gap range.
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Figure 2.6: The frequency band structure shows the plotted solutions to Eq. 2.14
for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg. Dotted lines represent uncertainty bound-
aries corresponding to  {  10% of m and V , which slightly reduce the size of the
shaded attenuation zone.
Instead of a confidence level type of uncertainty, some systems are better char-
acterized by degradation uncertainty, in which a parameter’s initial value can be
accurately assessed, but this value will uniformly change over time for all oscillators
due to environmental factors. An example of this would be the change in magnetiza-
tion of a ferromagnetic material with changes in temperature [62]. Figure 2.7 shows
an example where the initial magnetization level is precisely known, but is subject
to deterioration. From the initial 5  7 Hz band gap, as the magnetization level
decreases and the coupling strength between each oscillator lowers, the band gap
frequencies also decrease. By the time 30% degradation has occurred, the band gap
region has dropped to 3.4  4.9 Hz and no longer overlaps the original attenuation
zone.
An interesting feature of magnetization in this system is that since it is of the
21















Figure 2.7: Propagation zones for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg as mag-
netization (M) suffers degradation















Figure 2.8: Propagation zones for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg as mass
and volume suffer degradation
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Figure 2.9: Numerically simulated frequency response (relative to the displacement
amplitude of the driven oscillator) of 2 oscillators in a 20 unit cell chain using the
constants from Table 4.2 for the case when m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg and base excitation
is (a) A  .0005 m, (b) A  .003 m, (c) A  .01 m.
same order as ω in Eq. 2.16, frequency changes linearly with adjustments to mag-
netization. Figure 2.7 illustrates this linear affect since it can be clearly seen that
as magnetization is reduced, minimum and maximum frequencies that define the
propagation zones decrease correspondingly. Similarly in Fig. 2.5, each dotted line
representing the confidence intervals is exactly 10% above and below its correspond-
ing base value.
Assuming that density is held constant, mass and volume will change identically.
Since Eq. 2.16 has V 2 in the numerator and m in the denominator, that leaves V
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proportional to ω2 (contrasted with previously M2 proportional to ω2). Figures 2.6-
2.8 show that the system is much more robust in accommodating uncertainty in mass
and volume. With 10% uncertainty in the mass of each oscillator, the known band
gap region still covers 5.2 6.6 Hz. Though this correlates to a 30% reduction from
the original gap size without uncertainty, it is 50% larger than the gap size with the
same level of uncertainty in the magnetization. In the case of mass degradation over
time, it is not until 50% degradation is reached that the band gap range ceases to
overlap the original region. As proposed in Ref. [63], different behavior is observed
when the uncertainty is contained in a parameter of a different order from frequency,
confirming that greater design emphasis and stricter tolerances need to be enacted
over certain parameters, in this case, magnetization.
2.6 Nonlinearity
In order to assess the applicability of the assumed traveling wave solution form, sim-
ulations were run on a chain comprising 20 unit cells using the constants of Table 4.2
with increasing base excitation. The first and last magnets were given prescribed
motion of the form x1  x2n 1  A cospωtq and motion of the central magnets was
computed by numerically integrating Eq. 2.6 using the Matlab function ODE45, a 4th
order Runge-Kutta based algorithm. Figures 2.9-2.10 do not represent a frequency
sweep, but rather are a compilation of separate single frequency simulations, each of
which was run for 200 periods of excitation to ensure steady state was reached. The
amplitudes in Fig. 2.9 were found by nonlinear regression using the Matlab function
NLINFIT.
In the case where the masses of each magnet in a unit cell were not identical, band
gaps were observed. Figure 2.9(a) shows 3 distinct regions of behavior. In the first
and last regions (  5 Hz, ¡ 7 Hz respectively), the system behaves almost identically
to the case in which the masses of each oscillator are the same. That is, each magnet
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Figure 2.10: Numerically simulated relative asymptotic kinetic energy of 2 oscil-
lators in a 20 unit cell chain using the constants from Table 4.2 for the case when
m1=.04 kg, m2=.02 kg and base excitation is (a) A  .01 m, (b) A  .025 m.
drifts in and out of phase with the base excitation and has a correspondingly lower
or higher amplitude. Between 5 7 Hz, the system shows a band gap region. In this
attenuation zone, it can be seen that amplitudes along the chain have decreased by
several orders of magnitude.
Ref. [64] demonstrated that changing the excitation amplitude in a nonlinear
chain can affect a band gap location. That work is supported by Figures 2.9(b) and
2.9(c) that show the effect of increasing the base excitation amplitude. Once the
assumed small perturbations are exceeded, the predicted band gap region begins to
be noticeably affected with base excitation amplitude of 6% of the static equilibrium
separation. However, even with moderate excitation at 20% of the initial separation
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Figure 2.11: Response of each oscillator of a 20 unit cell chain under base excitation
of A  .01 m at ω  3 Hz (propagation zone)
distances, although the nonlinear effects are clearly visible in Fig. 2.9(c), a band
gap is still evident with a similar level of attenuation as the low amplitude cases,
albeit over a narrower frequency range. Ref. [18] provides a simple proof of the non-
existence of a propagation constant for nonlinear systems, explaining deviation of
these systems from the linear predicted responses.
Beyond moderate excitation amplitudes, the response of each oscillator no longer
resembled a simple sine wave and was much more chaotic, so NLINFIT solutions
were no longer accurate. To more thoroughly account for this nonlinear behavior,
Fig. 2.10 instead shows the relative kinetic energy in reference to the excited magnets,
computed as the time average kinetic energy of each oscillator over a large number of
periods once steady state had been reached. It can be seen in Fig. 2.10(b) that the
band gap has effectively disappeared once amplitude has reached A  .025 m, corre-
sponding to half the static equilibrium separation distance. This provides some level

























Figure 2.12: Response of each oscillator in a 20 unit cell chain under base excitation






















Figure 2.13: Response of each oscillator in a 20 unit cell chain under base excitation
of A  .01 m at ω  6.25 Hz (analytically predicted propagation zone, numerically
predicted attenuation zone)
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The influence of nonlinearity is apparent in both the propagation of oscillations
throughout the array and the distribution of energy through harmonics of the exci-
tation frequency. For low amplitude excitation, the system is in the linear regime
and oscillations occur as predicted by standard methods with each oscillator’s energy
entirely located at the excitation frequency. As the excitation level is increased how-
ever, the nonlinear nature of the oscillator interactions become apparent, as shown
by the Fast Fourier Transforms in Figs. 2.11-2.13. Using the same example system
comprised of 20 unit cells, Fig. 2.11 shows the frequency content relative to the driven
oscillator for excitation amplitude and frequency at 0.01 m and 3 Hz, respectively.
At this excitation level (20% of the separation distance), the oscillators respond non-
linearly, spreading the energy about harmonics and subharmonics of the excitation
frequency.
Figure 2.12, however, shows the continued existence of a narrow band gap. This
example used the same excitation amplitude but with a frequency of 5.66 Hz, squarely
within the band gap as shown by the narrow valley of Fig. 2.9(c). The nonlinear
effects are shown by the presence of a small peak at 11.32 Hz, but otherwise this plot
looks exactly like a linear system’s behavior inside a band gap. It should be noted
that wave propagation in this particular system works from the outsides inward, as
opposed to starting at one end of the chain and working forward. This results from
the system design that uses capping magnets on each end that are both equally
excited and maintain a fixed relative distance between them.
Figure 2.13 then shows the result of increasing the excitation frequency to 6.25 Hz,
placing the system inside the analytically predicted band gap region, but outside this
narrower simulated band gap region. Amplitudes are not reduced to near zero levels
as in the attenuation zone. Instead, the energy is spread across a wide frequency
range in motion resembling chaotic noise. These three plots suggest that this type
of nonlinear magnetic system could still be used in applications desiring linear band
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gap properties, even at amplitudes that would create significant nonlinear behavior
at other frequencies.
2.7 Conclusions
This chapter described a method to reorganize the equations of motion of oscillating
systems that are analytically solved using the propagation constant technique, to
allow the application of standard uncertainty analysis procedures. By separating a
function of frequency, magnetization, and mass from the system’s equation of motion,
a closed form equation for the uncertainty of frequency was found. This would allow
a system designer to account for uncertainty in parameter values due to discrete
component size availability, variations in environmental conditions, or desired safety
factors. The different effects caused by parameters of the same or unequal order as
frequency was observed, and it was specifically noted that the system was much more
robust to changes in the lower order parameter, mass, and much more susceptible to
changes in magnetization which is of the same order as frequency.
The chain of magnetically coupled oscillators modeled in this system provides a
base comparison for realizable physical experimental systems. The numerical sim-
ulations were performed to provide fundamental understanding of the applicability
and limitations of the propagation constant method for this nonlinear system. As
predicted in the literature, the analytically derived band gaps appeared to change as
amplitude was increased. However, this chapter has supplemented those results by
showing that even at moderate levels of excitation, the predicted level of attenuation
inside the band gap remained relatively constant, albeit over a narrower frequency
range. This chapter also provided illustrations of the type and form of nonlinear
behavior observed in amplitude dependent systems by showing that at high levels
of excitation amplitude where the small perturbation assumption no longer applied,
energy was transmitted through harmonics and subharmonics at low frequencies, but
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low energy chaos was observed at higher frequencies.
In a constructed system, the oscillator masses would not normally be adjustable
after the system has been deployed. Chapter 3 will describe a theoretical method by
which changes in parameters such as the application of an external magnetic field
might be passively implemented to manipulate the band gap regions, so that the
system could be controlled in a manner to provide switching or filtering capabilities.
Chapter 5 then describes the construction of a physical experiment to confirm the
affects of this passive control technique.
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3Passive Bandgap Reconfiguration Born from
Bifurcation Asymmetry
3.1 Introduction
When asymmetry [12, 13] or imperfections [14, 15] are incorporated into a chain of
otherwise identical repeating, periodic cells of oscillators, system frequency behavior
is split into propagation zones (pass bands) where wave propagation occurs and
attenuation zones (bandgaps) where oscillator amplitudes tend towards zero and no
propagation exists. Exploitation of these frequency regions has allowed advances in
materials science, optics, acoustics and vibrations.
Much of the current research in energy absorption can be traced back to the
study of elementary granular collisions of simple one dimensional waves analytically
[2, 8, 9] and numerically [7]. Though these systems are often modeled linearly, the
beneficial and detrimental properties of many nonlinear behaviors have also been
explored [18, 19, 54–57, 64, 65]. Several recent studies have also considered wave
propagation in high amplitude, multi-stable systems [66] and have noted bifurcation








Figure 3.1: (Generalized block diagram showing both coupled and uncoupled
forces. The dashed box shows the repeating unit cell, and the total chain is capped
by rigid boundaries at each end.
The development of reconfigurable bandgap waveguide devices is a field of active
research in photonics and phononics. Previous advances have focused on reconfigu-
ration that require manual operation of a switch [5, 70, 71], active tuning through
component replacement to change size, mass, or material properties [23, 25, 72, 73],
or varying design parameters such as precompression [27, 74] to change the system’s
characteristics. However, those devices would not be appropriate for remote or au-
tonomous settings which require automatic or passive switching of single-frequency
propagation attributes to time-varying environmental stimuli. This study demon-
strates how a nonlinear restoring force can create a multi-stable system, designed for
passive, bifurcation induced filtering, with distinct narrowband wave propagation
behavior in each potential well. Using uniform periodic structures, this passive tech-



















































Figure 3.2: Properties of a two unit cell chain with restoring force coefficients
b  45 N/m2, and c  300 N/m3. (a) Potential energy as a function of position
of the two bistable oscillators, with a  27 N/m. (b) Bifurcation diagram shows
the varying number of possible stable (solid) and unstable (open) equilibria when
varying the coefficient of the linear term in the uncoupled restoring force. (c) 2D
projection of the bifurcation diagram for a single oscillator highlights equilibrium
asymmetry resulting from b  0.
3.2 Mathematical Model
A Duffing-type restoring force is introduced as a specific example of a general bistable
system to address these challenges. Fig. 3.1 illustrates a hypothetical chain where the
bandgap structures can passively reconfigure during transitions through a bifurcation
in the system’s response. There are two masses per unit cell, linear interconnections












































Figure 3.3: Wave propagation characteristics. (a) Frequency band structure in the
bistable infinite periodic lattice shows a single bandgap in the symmetric case (b  0).
(b) An asymmetric case (b  0) shows distinct bandgap regions in the negative (solid)
and positive (dashed) potential wells. (c) Linearized frequency response of the last
oscillator in an N  2 (A), 5 (B), 10 (C), and 15 (D) chain mirrors expected behavior
from the infinite case. The parameters used to create these results were m1  0.04 kg,
m2  4m1, d  0.02 Ns/m, k  3 N/m, a  10.5 N/m, b  45 N/m2, and
c  300 N/m3.
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(assumed for simplicity), and a nonlinear restoring force on alternating oscillators.
Mathematically, this system is described by
mj:xj   d 9xj   k p2xj  xj 1  xj1q  0 (3.1a)
mj:xj   d 9xj   k p2xj  xj 1  xj1q   axj   bx2j   cx3j  0 , (3.1b)
where xj is the relative position of the j
th oscillator, the constants a–c describe the
uncoupled restoring force, Eq. 3.1a is applicable @ j  p1, 3, 5, . . . q and Eq. 3.1b is
applicable @ j  p2, 4, 6, . . . q.
A method to solve linear bandgap problems was derived in Ref. [17] that assumed
a solution in the form of a traveling wave. The model reduced to a standard eigen-
value problem where an infinite chain was modeled as a single unit cell wrapped upon
itself as a circulant matrix. Displacements for the jth oscillator were written as small
oscillations ξjptq about the equilibrium position x˜j, or xj  x˜j   ξjptq. Rewriting the
oscillations in the form of a traveling wave provides
ξj  Ajeipjγωtq, (3.2)
where Aj is the oscillation amplitude of the j
th mass, ω is the frequency of the base
excitation, and γ is the wave number. From Eq. 3.2 we find :ξj  ω2ξj and then
insert this relationship, along with Eq. 3.2, into Eqs. 3.1a and 3.1b. The final form
for the eigenvalue problem becomes
 
Kpγq  ω2MA  0 , (3.3)
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Figure 3.4: Potential energy of a cubic bistable oscillator with a  10.5 N/m,
and b  45 N/m2 for varying values of c. Increasing this coefficient of the cubic
forcing term brings the stable equilibria closer to zero, thereby making the potential
wells shallower and reducing the threshold to well escape.
3.3 Parameter Selection
The uncoupled restoring force gives rise to multiple equilibrium positions x˜j, possible
asymmetries in the neighboring wells, and can be used to set a bifurcation thresh-
old for a well escape phenomena. These three behaviors can be tuned using the
coefficients a, b, and c respectively.
In general, a chain with N bistable oscillators can have up to 2N stable equilib-
ria. Long chains can potentially have a large number of hybrid system equilibriums
allowing stable solutions where bistable oscillators are in opposite wells, as shown
in Fig. 3.2(a) for a two unit cell chain with four possible stable equilibriums. This
study will instead focus on an example case with only two stable equilibriums result-
ing from a  10.5 N/m (see Figs. 3.2(b)-3.2(c) where all x˜j are equal (that is, all
bistable oscillators are in the same potential well), one where x˜j   0 (negative well)
and the other x˜j ¡ 0 (positive well). By selecting a value of coefficient a that limits
the number of stable equilibria to two, well escape analysis is simplified since there
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is only one alternative potential well that can result from escape.
To explain the unique behaviors of this system resulting from an asymmetric
restoring force, first consider the case of a symmetric potential, which requires b  0
in Eq. 3.1b. After solving the nonlinear algebraic equations to find the system
equilibria and expanding for small oscillations about these equilibria, Fig. 3.3(a)
shows the resulting frequency band structure, which yielded identical behavior in
both potential wells. While bandgaps did occur, they were identical for oscillations
about either stable equilibrium, as would be expected owing to symmetry.
To contrast this result, consider the asymmetric case when b  0; the frequency
band structure of Fig. 3.3(b) shows the bandgap regions for an example case when
the adjacent wells are imbalanced. Specifically, it can be seen in Fig. 3.3(b) that each
bandgap region is coincident with a propagation zone of the other well. This differing
bandgap structure is an important feature because a transition from one equilibrium
to another will shift the bandpass and filtered (or bandgap) regions by an amount
proportional to the parameter b. With increasing absolute value of b, in addition to
shifting the location of each bandgap, the propagation and attenuation zones will
become increasingly unbalanced from one well to the other, with the shallower well
having wider pass bands and a narrower bandgap, and the deeper well having narrow
pass bands and a wider bandgap.
The asymmetric potential wells can be further refined through tuning of the cubic
coefficient c. Figure 3.4 illustrates the primary effects of increasing the cubic forcing
term, which brings the stable equilibria closer to zero and decreases the depth of
each potential well. This coefficient should be set based on material properties and























Figure 3.5: Visualization of propagation zone behavior with increased damping
shows reduced localized peaks, decreased plateau amplitude, and decreased frequency
width of the pass band. This example uses the same physical parameters as Fig 3.3(c)
and shows the acoustic propagation zone for the N=5 unit cell chain in the positive
potential well.
3.4 Linearized System Response
Since the results of the bandgap predictions shown previously were for an infinite
chain, this section derives an approximate analytical solution for the frequency re-
sponse of a finite number of oscillators. More specifically, an approximate expression
for the small periodic motions about the stable equilibria is viewed as a complemen-
tary tool that will enable a systematic investigation of how finite dimensions alter
the bandgap regions and frequency response.
For a damped finite chain with forcing of the form
F1  Γ cospωtq, (3.5)
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Eqs. 3.1a and 3.1b can be rewritten as
m1:ξ1   d 9ξ1   k p2ξ1  ξ2q  F1, (3.6a)
mj :ξj   d 9ξj   p2k   a  2bx˜j   3cx˜2jqξj  k pξj 1   ξj1q  Opξ2q  0, (3.6b)
mj :ξj   d 9ξj   k p2ξj  ξj 1  ξj1q  0, (3.6c)
mn:ξn   d 9ξn   p2k   a  2bx˜n   3cx˜2nqξn  kξn1  Opξ2q  0, (3.6d)
where ξj represents small oscillations about an equilibrium. Since the first and
last oscillators will only be coupled on one side and attached via springs to rigid
boundaries on the other, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Eqs. 3.6b and 3.6c apply @ j 
p2, 4, 6, . . . , n 2q and @ j  p3, 5, 7 . . . , n 1q respectively.
Eqs. 3.6 can be rewritten in matrix form as
M
:~ξj   d 9~ξj   K~ξj  F (3.7)
where the assumed solution form is
~ξj  A cosωt  B sinωt. (3.8)
After substituting Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.7 and performing a harmonic balance, the
expressions for the coefficients A and B become
A  rω2d2pK  ω2Mq1   pK  ω2Mqs1Γ (3.9a)
B  ωdpK  ω2Mq1A. (3.9b)
where Γ is a vector of length n with the forcing amplitude Γ in its first term and zeros
elsewhere. Figure 3.3(c) shows the solution of Eqs. 3.9a and 3.9b for the displacement
amplitude of the last oscillator in chains of various lengths for small oscillations ξjptq
about both the negative and positive equilibrium positions x˜j. It should be noted
that the dominant peaks and valleys in Fig. 3.3(c) correspond to the propagation and
attenuation zones predicted in Fig. 3.3(b). It can be clearly seen that a well escape
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out of a propagation zone will have the most dramatic affect on system response
when excitation frequency is in the middle of a large bandgap of the target well, for
example in the lightly shaded region of Fig. 3.3(c) around 2.2 Hz.
Smaller, local peaks and valleys result from the oscillator drifting in or out of
phase with the base excitation at each frequency and are partially smoothed through
assumed light viscous damping. Each propagation zone will have N resonant peaks,
one for each unit cell in the finite length chain. An example of this can be clearly
seen in Fig. 3.5 where N  5, and five resonant peaks are most prominent with little
or no damping. Another side effect of this damping is a decrease in propagation zone
amplitude over longer chains, as shown by the lower plateau heights in Fig. 3.3(c)
for chains of increased length.
The influences of damping on a given chain are further illustrated in Fig. 3.5 which
plots a single propagation zone using a range of damping coefficient values. The three
prominent effects as damping is increased are reduced resonant peak amplitudes,
reduced plateau amplitudes and reduced frequency range of the pass band. The
localized peaks are drastically reduced after incorporating even a minimal amount of
damping. Applications that exploit this energy localization would need to prioritize
damping reduction much more than an application primarily interested in general
propagation since the amplitude and frequency of the propagation zone are much
more robust to increases in damping.
3.5 Numerical studies
Using the same constant and coefficient values of Fig. 3.3, an N  20 unit cell
chain was modeled and subjected to slowly increasing base excitation of the form
of Eq. 3.5, as seen in Fig. 3.6(b). The results of Figs. 3.6-3.7 illustrate how the
bifurcation threshold for an escape phenomenon can be used to transition the system




































Figure 3.6: (a) Velocity profile of a representative unit cell in a 20 cell chain is
shown with base excitation ω  2.2 Hz during a (b) slowly increasing amplitude
sweep. (c) Initial wave propagation in the negative potential well which Fig. 3.3(b)
shows is a pass band is followed by well escape and (d) velocity reduced by a factor
of 100 since the excitation frequency is in the bandgap region of the positive well.
the escape phenomenon transitions the system from the shallower potential well to
the deeper well while quenching the oscillation amplitude and velocity by several
orders of magnitude.
Since initial positions for the chain are in the negative potential well Fig. 3.7(b),
the system is in a propagation zone at the excitation frequency 2.2 Hz. It can be seen
in Fig. 3.6(a), that as base excitation increases during a slow amplitude sweep, peak
oscillator velocity is similarly increasing. However, once the bifurcation threshold
is exceeded, Fig. 3.7(c), the oscillators shift into the deeper, positive potential well.
There is a brief period of high velocity movement during the escape, but since 2.2 Hz
falls in a bandgap region for the positive equilibrium position, velocities throughout
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Figure 3.7: Transition through the bifurcation region resulting in a filtered re-
sponse when subjected to 2.2 Hz base excitation. (a) Time series of positions of a
representative oscillator during a single frequency, slowly increasing amplitude sweep.
(b) Medium amplitude oscillations in the negative potential well at a frequency cor-
responding to a pass band. (c) High amplitude oscillations during potential well
escape. (d) Very low amplitude oscillations occur in the positive potential well where
the same input frequency corresponds to a bandgap.
the chain rapidly decrease by several orders of magnitude as shown from Fig. 3.6(c)
to Fig. 3.6(d). The filtered behavior is also evident in Fig. 3.7(d), with minimal
oscillations, resulting from the same excitation frequency now being in a reconfigured
system bandgap.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter demonstrated a chain of oscillators with passively reconfigurable bandgap
regions. This provides an automated alternative to the manually controlled systems
in the literature. Implementation of a nonlinear restoring force on alternating os-
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cillators resulted in a bistable equilibrium. It was shown that through deliberate
selection of particular stiffness components, potential wells could be made asymmet-
ric with each equilibrium having different wave propagation attributes, i.e. bandgap
and bandpass regions.
The observed phenomenon is potentially useful to systems which may be subject
to shock loads. For example, it would be possible to create a system that would
perform a primary well escape when subjected to an unusually large impulse. If
equilibrium positions have opposing pass and stop bands, this could passively force a
transition from propagation to attenuation zone behavior whenever large vibrations
are present, thus protecting delicate components.
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4Energy Absorption in a 1D Array of Axially
Aligned Pendulums with Linear Torsional Coupling
4.1 Introduction
Mechanical wave propagation is a field of ongoing research with applications in shock
attenuation, energy harvesting, and vibration dampening [6–9, 12]. There are also
parallel fields in acoustics and optics in which many of the same principles are used
in MEMS devices. This chapter will demonstrate a general rotational system with
behavior similar to translational systems in the literature.
Classification of system propagation and attenuation zones is an important step in
wave propagation analysis in systems subjected to harmonic excitation [19]. Bandgaps,
frequency regions in which no propagating wave modes exist [13], can be used to filter
input over a designed frequency range. The use of bandgaps is less straightforward
in nonlinear systems, since they do not have a propagation constant [18] and sys-
tem behavior can be largely amplitude dependent [57, 65]. A variety of nonlinear
systems have been presented in the literature, with unique approaches to analyzing






Figure 4.1: The 1D unit cell with N pendulums of mass moment of inertia Ij and
torsional couplings k that makes up the infinite system. The nonlinear gravitational
restoring force is a function of each pendulum’s deflection angle θ.
restoring forces will be simplified by only considering small amplitude oscillations.
Since vibrational systems can often be subjected to shock loads, this chapter
also considers the system response to an impulsive load. There has been significant
study of shock propagation in one dimensional granular chains [2–4], and it has been
identified that varying the properties of each adjacent bead can provide significant
absorption advantages [49, 50, 52, 76]. This work will demonstrate that coupled
oscillators of varying masses similarly achieve decreased amplitude when subjected
to impulsive loads.
4.2 System Description
This chapter examines wave propagation and energy absorption in a 1D array of
axially aligned pendulums. Two related versions of the same system are investigated.
The first will consider an unforced chain where one unit cell consists of two pendulums
of different masses. This unit cell will represent a chain of infinite length by wrapping
it upon itself through use of circulant matrices as in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3. The block
diagram for this system can be seen in Fig. 4.1 where fpθq represents the uncoupled
restoring force due to gravity acting on the swinging pendulum. Unit cell analysis
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the finite system composed of M unit cells each
containing N=2 pendulums. To contrast the individual unit cell of Fig. 4.1, for
this finite representation, the first pendulum is subjected to harmonic excitation at
frequency ω and each pendulum has a small amount of viscous damping c.
will provide insight in the design of a realistic finite system since most qualitative
behavior will be comparable, and it can be regarded as an ideal case.
The second case discussed in this chapter considers a finite chain of pendulums
composed of a variable number of unit cells. Dampeners have been introduced to
this system in addition to base excitation as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4.2.
A visualization of the general system can be seen in Fig. 4.3. While not depicted in
this figure, torsional couplings are considered to link each pendulum to its neighbors.
This design provides beneficial physical characteristics not present in the systems
of the preceding chapters, while still illustrating desired wave propagation behaviors.
The effect of damping can be significantly reduced from the already low levels in
the ball bearing by increasing length or mass of the pendulum. There is no risk
of collision of adjacent oscillators since the plane of motion is perpendicular to the




Figure 4.3: Visual representation of a finite chain of M  3 unit cells of axially
aligned pendulums.
external manipulation of specific oscillators.
4.3 Mathematical Model
This chapter will explore the band gap regions associated with both the infinite
and finite cases of the system described above. The pendulums will be modeled
as cylindrical ring masses of mass ma and mb (for the first and second pendulums
comprising a single unit cell) attached to uniform, rigid, slender rods of radius ri
and length l. The masses have an inner radius ri and outer radius ro and a height of
h. Linear torsional couplings will apply forces to each pendulum proportional to the
difference in angular displacement between the pendulum and each of its neighbors.
4.3.1 Equations of Motion
A generalized equation for the jth pendulum is given by
Ij :θj  k pθj 1  θjq   k pθj1  θjq  pmj  mrodqgLj sin pθjq , (4.1)
for j  1, ..., N , where Ij is the pendulum’s mass moment of inertia about the point
of rotation and Lj is the length from the point of rotation to the pendulum’s center
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Figure 4.4: Using parameters from Table 4.1, (a) the homogeneous case where
m2  m1 shows a single large propagation zone between 1  3.5 Hz and (b) the
varied case where m2  m1 (specifically m2  4m1) shows a large central bandgap
(shaded) between 2 propagation zones (.95  1.65 Hz and 2.55  2.85 Hz).
of mass. To model an infinite number of identical unit cells as a single cell wrapped
upon itself, the boundary condition j  1  j   1 is applied for the case of N  2
oscillators per unit cell. Therefore, the governing equations of motion for a two-
pendulum unit cell are
I1 :θ1  2k pθ2  θ1q  pm1  mrodqgL1 sin pθ1q , (4.2)
I2 :θ2  2k pθ1  θ2q  pm2  mrodqgL2 sin pθ2q . (4.3)
4.3.2 Bandgap Regions
As the energy propagation through this system takes the form of a traveling wave, a
traveling wave solution was assumed in the form
θj  Ajeipjγωtq (4.4)
where Aj is the amplitude of the j
th oscillator, γ is the wavenumber, and ω the
frequency.
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Inserting the assumed solution into Eq. 4.1 generates a series of complex equa-
tions. A nonlinear displacement model would result in amplitude dependent behavior
[57, 65], but by assuming a small angle of displacement, these equations take the form
of the approximation
 Ijω2Aj  keiγAj1   keiγAj 1  p2k   pmj  mrodqgLjqAj. (4.5)
These equations can therefore be simplified into a standard eigenvalue problem
[17] of the form  
S pγq  w2IA 0, (4.6)
where Spγq is a combination of the mass and stiffness matrices, I is the NxN iden-
tity matrix, and A is an Nx1 vector containing the oscillation amplitudes for each
pendulum.
The eigenvalues of this equation were then solved using matlab, yielding the
band structure of wave frequencies ω for varying wave numbers γ, as shown in Fig. 4.4
(reduced wavenumber γN is plotted to maintain the convention often used in the
literature). The left plot, Fig. 4.4(a) represents the case where m2  m1 and there
are no bandgaps. Energy will be able to propagate through the homogeneous system
across the entire usable frequency band. As expected [77], changing m2  4m1 results
in a central bandgap, indicated by the shaded region of Fig. 4.4(b).
4.3.3 Oscillation Amplitudes
In addition to an infinite chain of pendulums, a finite system of a varying number of
unit cells was analyzed. A periodic forcing function was added to the first pendulum
and dampeners were introduced to all oscillators in this scenario. The resulting
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Figure 4.5: (a) Resultant increase in the size of the band gap from increasing
the value of mb, (A) mb  2ma, (B) mb  4ma, (C) mb  8ma, and therefore the
difference between mb and ma and (b) resultant downward shift in the location of the
band gap region from decreasing the strength of the uncoupled restoring force (X)
g  9.81m{s2 (Y) g2  0.5  g, (Z) g3  0. The lower pass band starts at zero when
the restoring force is zero and the only forces acting on each oscillator are coupled.
equations of motion for each pendulum in a chain of M unit cells are
I1 :θ1  k pθ2  θ1q  c1 9θ1   F1eiωt  pm1  mrodqgL1 sin pθjq , (4.7)
Ij :θj  k pθj 1  θjq   k pθj1  θjq  cj 9θj  pmj  mrodqgLj sin pθjq , (4.8)
INM :θNM  k pθNM1  θNMq  c2 9θNM  pm2  mrodqgL2 sin pθNMq . (4.9)
These equations of motion can be written in matrix form as
I:θ   C 9θ   Kθ   G  F. (4.10)
Inserting a solution form
θj  Ajeiωt (4.11)
into Eq. 4.11 yields a linear set of equations which can be solved for the amplitude
of each pendulum,  ω2I   iωC   K   G ~A  ~F . (4.12)
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Table 4.1: Physical Parameters for Infinite System
Name Designation Value
Rod Mass mrod 0.04 kg
Rod Length Lrod 0.3 m
Cylinder 1 Mass ma  m1,3,5,... 0.04 kg
Cylinder 2 Mass mb  m2,4,6,... 0.16 kg
Cylinder Height h 0.02 m
Cylinder Inner Radius ri 0.005 m
Cylinder Outer Radius ro 0.01 m
Linear Coupling k 0.5 Nm/rad
Pendulums per Unit Cell N 2
4.3.4 Analysis
This section will perform parameter analysis of the ideal (infinite) case, and identify
several variables that cause differing behavior in the finite system. The two design
parameters for the ideal system are the difference in mass between adjacent pendu-
lums and the strength of the uncoupled restoring force. In the finite system, the
overall system length and viscous damping are the two parameters that will cause
the realistic system behavior to differ from the ideal case.
4.3.5 Unit Cell Parameters
The first half of this investigation focused on an infinite periodic structure composed
of pendulums and torsional couplings. Table 4.1, depicts the physical parameters
inserted into the model.
Note that the mass of the second cylindrical weight is four times that of the first
mass in the unit cell. This difference is necessary to ensure the existence of a band
gap region as energy of all frequencies will propagate through a homogeneous unit
cell. By applying the mathematical model to this system and solving for the band
structure of wave frequencies ω for varying wave numbers γ, it became apparent that
a large band gap region exists for this system as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: Amplitude of the last oscillator in chains of various lengths (A) M=2,
(B) M=5, (C) M=10, (a) in the homogeneous system of Fig. 4.4(a) without bandgaps
and (b) the varied masses system of Fig. 4.4(b) with a central bandgap. Though
propagation zone (shaded) behavior is largely consistent between chains of varying
lengths, amplitude attenuation is significantly increased in the attenuation zones
(unshaded) of longer chains.
















































Figure 4.7: (a) Amplitude of selected, representative pendulums [(A) Pendulum 1
(the excited pendulum), (B) Pendulum 5, (C) Pendulum 10, (D) Pendulum 15, and
(E) Pendulum 20] throughout the length of an M=10 unit cell chain when the first
pendulum is excited and (b) normalized in reference with the excited pendulum’s
motion. The propagation zones are shaded, and although the second pass band has
higher absolute amplitude, the relative motion noticeably decreases along the chain
in this region. Even though attenuation is much less than in the adjacent bandgap
where amplitudes are predictably lower further along the chain, the factor of 10
reduction in amplitude in the second propagation zone is still significant. Force and
viscous damping are listed in Table 4.2.
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Using these parameters, energy is not expected to propagate through the system
for excitation between 1.62 Hz and 2.55 Hz. Furthermore, excitation at frequencies
below 0.95 Hz and above 2.87 Hz will not propagate through the system. Fig-
ure 4.5(a) demonstrates the impact of the relative difference between the masses in
the unit cell. When the disparity between the masses is increased, the band gap
grows in size and propagation zones become smaller.
Variations in the uncoupled restoring force can also affect the propagation zone
sizes and boundaries. As seen in Fig. 4.3, a horizontal support beam ensures that
the planar rotation of each pendulum is affected by a full 1g gravitational force.
However, this restoring force could be adjusted by misaligning the gravitational field
from the motion of the planar pendulums, for example, by tilting the support bar
such that each end is at a different height and each pendulum’s swing is no longer in
the vertical plane. Figure 4.5(b) depicts the influence of gravity. The primary effect
of this uncoupled restoring force is to increase the starting frequency of the lower
propagation zone, so that it no longer begins at ω  0 Hz. Thus, the presence of the
restoring force creates an additional low frequency attenuation zone. In the extreme,
the support bar could be set vertical such that pendulums pivot in the horizontal
plane, thus resulting in zero gravitational restoring force and the lower propagation
zone would begin at ω  0 Hz.
4.3.6 Finite System Realization
The second half of this investigation looks at the response of the finite system to a
sinusoidal forcing function acting on the first pendulum. The same parameters from
Table 4.1 were utilized along with the additional values seen in Table 4.2 representing
the external force on the first pendulum and assumed viscous damping. The model
described above was used to predict the response of each mass in the system as a
function of the forcing frequency. Figure 4.6 shows the predicted response of the last
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Table 4.2: Physical Parameters for Finite System
Variable Value
c1  0.01pm1  mrodq 0.0008 Nms/rad
c2  0.01pm2  mrodq 0.002 Nms/rad
F1 0.0001 Nm
pendulum in a chain composed of 2, 5, and 10 unit cells pM  2, 5, 10q.
The amplitude of each pendulum drops significantly when the frequency of the
forcing function is within the band gap predicted by analysis of the infinite system.
Furthermore, it can be seen that this response drops further as the length of the
chain increases. This result makes intuitive sense as the finite system more closely
resembles the infinite case when more unit cells are added to the chain. The smaller
local valleys and peaks result from the plotted oscillator being in or out of phase
with the base excitation, respectively. These local effects lessen as damping levels
increase.
Whereas Fig. 4.6 showed the amplitude of the last pendulum for a system with a
varying number of unit cells, Fig. 4.7 shows the amplitude of different pendulums in
the same system composed of 10 unit cells. The drop in amplitude along the chain
is most noticeable in attenuation zones, however the cause for this phenomenon also
occurring in propagation zones is damping. The effect is more clear when amplitudes
are normalized in reference to the first pendulum as in Fig. 4.7(b). Though the first
propagation zone shows oscillations on the same order of amplitude throughout the
entire chain, the second propagation zone actually has a factor of 10 decrease along
the chain. Since the applied damping is a function of angular velocity, when am-
plitude is held constant, velocity is significantly higher as frequency increases. This
results in more noticeable energy losses. In an experimental system, where friction
is likely to be non-negligible, it is important to anticipate the differing behavior that
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each propagation zone is likely to exhibit as a result of increased energy losses at
higher frequency.
4.3.7 Impulse Absorption
Vibrational systems are often subjected to impulsive loads. This section numerically
analyzes the behavior of the same chain of pendulums when subjected to a single
half-sinusoid of input, representing a short duration shock. Figure 4.8 shows the
resulting behavior when the pulse’s duration is structured to resemble the initial
wave of signals that would fall in different attenuation and propagation zones. The
magnitude of each pendulum’s displacement is primarily a function of the amplitude
and duration of the pulse. There is also no discernible affect on the system behavior
based on whether the pulse resembles a wave from a propagation zone or band gap,
that is, the shock is equally dissipated in all regions, accounting for the difference in
duration.
However, these results can be contrasted with Fig. 4.9, which shows the perfor-
mance of the pendulum chain when subjected to the same impulse, but with each
pendulum having identical masses. In this case, initial displacement amplitudes are
much greater than the case of Fig. 4.8 where m2  4m1, but settling time is also
much faster. The increased settling time in the case of different masses is an example
of energy trapping similar to that in Ref. [21]. This would suggest that there are
trade offs to energy absorption. Creating a system to dampen harmonic excitation
through use of a band gap at the excited frequency will lose some effectiveness in a
noisy environment where the system is exposed to additional short duration shocks
due to the increased settling time as compared to the homogeneous case.
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Figure 4.8: Impulse absorption in the (A) 1st, (B) 2nd, (C) 3rd, (D) 4th, (E) 5th, and
(F) 6th pendulum when a chain is subjected to a single half-sinusoid impulsive force
(in the form of prescribed motion of the first pendulum) of duration corresponding to
the frequencies shown in (a), each of which falls in a different pass or stop band (due
to m2  4m1). Figures (b)-(f) show that shock attenuation is primarily driven by the
impulse duration and not by whether the single wave corresponded to a propagation
or attenuation zone.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter demonstrated a method to perform wave propagation analysis on a
system of rotating oscillators, coupled torsionally. It was shown that in the case
of small angular deflections the analysis mirrored previously studied translational
cases. Rotating systems have several practical benefits that a translational system
lacks. Since the direction of motion is out of plane with the length of the chain,
rigid, permanent, external controls are easier to implement. The uncoupled restoring
forces are also easily variable for this type of gravitational system. By increasing the
tilt angle, this restoring force can be reduced to zero, thereby eliminating the low
frequency attenuation zone if propagation in this range is desired.
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Figure 4.9: The lower initial amplitude and longer settling time resulting from
energy trapping are evident in this comparison of the 2nd pendulum in (B) homoge-
neous vs (C) varied mass chains when subjected to (A) a single half-sinusoid impulsive
force.
The numerical simulations provide several fundamental insights for construction
of the physical experiment used in Chapter 5. It was shown that propagation zones
have distinct behavior in realistic systems. In a system where oscillators are subject
to viscous damping proportional to velocity, higher frequency propagation zones
may actually be indistinguishable from their adjacent attenuation zones depending
on the accuracy of measurement devices. The provided example showed a factor of
10 decrease in amplitude throughout the chain in the higher frequency propagation
zone as compared to the lower frequency band which required much lower speeds for
the same amplitude.
This study also demonstrated the benefits and drawbacks to this system’s be-
havior when subjected to shock loads. In agreement with past studies, it was shown
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that the same configuration that causes bandgaps to occur (using different masses
for each pendulum) also results in lower amplitude deflection to impulse forces. How-
ever, this advantage came with the trade off of a longer settling time. Further study
is required to determine which factors are dominant when the shock load occurs
during harmonic excitation.
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5Experimental Investigation of Bifurcation Induced
Bandgap Reconfiguration
5.1 Introduction
Wave propagation [6–8] in mechanical oscillators has parallels in photonic, phononic
and electrical systems. Past studies on the behavior of periodic structures [12] has
led to advances in signal processing, wave guiding, filtering, vibration absorbers, and
localization. The wave propagation characteristics of discrete lattices can often be
grouped into two categories, propagation zones (pass bands) or attenuation zones
(bandgaps) [10, 11]. Bandgaps are frequency ranges where no propagating wave
modes exist, and typically result from non-homogeneity of masses or stiffnesses, or
from defects in the lattice.
The propagation constant technique [13, 17] is a useful tool for analyzing both
infinite systems to best visualize idealized behavior as well as practical applications
with finite length chains [78]. Nonlinear systems do not have a propagation constant
[18], but they can still exhibit propagation and attenuation zone behavior [19] and
linearization can still explain system behavior in many nonlinear systems when the
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excitation is small and nonlinear effects are not yet dominant [65]. There are many
types of nonlinearity [16, 55, 79] that provide useful functionality [20] that would
be difficult or impossible to achieve in a linear system such as rectification [68] and
wave speed scaling [80].
Active research in the area of wave propagation has largely centered around de-
sign and control of bandgap frequency ranges. To match a given system’s behavior
to the environment in which it will be implemented often requires some level of
tuning, which can be performed either during the construction of the device, or
through feedback control. Some design advancements [81] have detailed techniques
whereby tuning a chain’s frequency behavior can be achieved during initial con-
struction through material selection [21, 22], component [82] or lattice [83] shape or
dimensions [50, 73], inserted defects or intruders [14, 15, 64, 84], or applied external
forces [27]. Alternately, active control techniques have also been proposed to allow a
generically designed chain to modify its propagation characteristics through compo-
nent replacement [24–26], applied currents [74, 85], adjustment of a design variable
[23] or operation of a manual switch [5]. However, these techniques all require human
intervention and may not be suitable for remote or autonomous operation.
Passive reconfiguration techniques instead allow a chain to alter its wave propa-
gation characteristics as a result of environmental stimuli [56]. This provides a com-
plementary benefit to design and active control, since bifurcation [75, 86] induced
changes are inherent to the system design. Some previous systems have described
bifurcation induced chaos [66], rectification in a granular chain [67] and filtering in a
chain of mechanical oscillators [87]. This chapter will showcase an experimental ex-
ample of bifurcation induced filtering. Through an external force, the mechanically
coupled oscillators comprising a chain will be asymmetrically bistable, resulting in
functional behavior similar to a circuit breaker whereby small signals are transmitted




Figure 5.1: Photographs of the experimental setup. (a) Pendulums at static equi-
librium in the shallow potential well due to gravitational and repulsive magnetic
forces. (b) Side view of the 7 unit-cell chain with the vertical shaker on the far left.
(c) Front-view closeup of the excitation source. The horizontal slotted section is
rigidly attached to a vertical shaker providing prescribed motion zptq, which creates
angular rotation in the first pendulum via the pin in slot design.
system and are attenuated. In end applications, this phenomenon could function as
a safety feature to protect delicate design components that are unable to withstand
sustained exposure to large amplitude input excitation.
5.2 System Description
The system used in this study comprises a 1D chain of axially aligned pendulums









n   Enpθnq   Unpθn  θn1q. (5.1)
Here, θn is the pendulum rotation angle of the n
th oscillator in a chain of N oscillators
where the first is driven by prescribed motion and the N th oscillator in the chain
has a free boundary condition. In is the pendulum mass moment of inertia, En is
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the on-site potential including a combination of gravitational and repulsive magnetic
forces, and Un is the interaction potential from nearest neighbor coupling. A ceramic
and stainless steel ball bearing is placed inside a 3D printed hub. The pendulum arm
consists of a long, slender aluminum rod, press fit into the hub. The printed hub
also comprises a short leverage arm above the axis of rotation to allow mechanical
coupling between adjacent pendulums. The highly tunable design allows the stiffness
coefficient to be easily adjusted by changing the attachment position. Attachment
closer to the axis of rotation reduces stiffness and oppositely, increased leverage
increases the stiffness coefficient.
The two pendulums in each unit cell consist of one light pendulum without added
mass, and a second pendulum with a magnetic tip mass and added mass, visible in
Fig. 5.1(b). The magnetic tip and added mass facilitate bandgap creation as well
as allow for system bistability through use of additional repulsive magnets affixed
to pedestals placed beneath the pendulums. Figure 5.1(a) illustrates an example
of asymmetric bistability by aligning the pedestals off-center, that is, not directly
beneath the axis of rotation. The use of multiple magnets in the pedestal ensures
only planar motion of the pendulums through a channel between two base magnets,
whereas a single base magnet could induce out of plane motion as the strong repulsive
forces tend to force the pendulum around the pedestal instead of over it.
The system is excited by a vertical shaker, which oscillates periodically with
a prescribed motion. The pin and slot mechanism shown in Fig. 5.1(c) is used
to convert this vertical excitation to rotational motion of the first pendulum in the
chain. Wave propagation occurs between axially adjacent pendulums via mechanical,
nearest-neighbor coupling. These nonlinear coupling forces are described in more
detail in Sec. 5.3.1 while nonlinear on-site restoring forces are described in Sec. 5.3.2.
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of a finite length chain showing geometrically nonlinear
coupling between adjacent oscillators, free boundary counditions, and an applied
force to the first mass. All oscillators have an independent, nonlinear, restoring force
fg (gravity), light damping, and alternating masses have an additional nonlinear
force fm due to repulsive magnets on a pedestal beneath the pendulum swing. Blue
(light gray) and red (dark gray) mass coloration represent the two repeated masses
comprising the dimer chain.
5.3 Mathematical Model
This section mathematically describes the forces present in the system. Although
the coupling nonlinearity was not required to achieve the desired reconfiguration,
it provides a highly customizable torsional spring. Similarly, the use of repulsive
magnetics beneath alternating pendulums lends itself to tuning through changing
the position and rotation angle of the base magnet pedestal. Physical parameters
were specifically chosen in this case to only allow two stable static equilibria, with
all pendulums in the same potential well. By decreasing the stiffness coefficient
of the coupling force between nearest neighbors, it would alternately be possible
to have a much more complicated system with a very large number of equilibria.
In those hybrid equilibrium states where adjacent pendulums can be in opposite
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Figure 5.3: (a) Experimental force versus displacement points that characterize the
behavior of the elastic coupling bands. A cubic polynomial regression (solid black
line) shows a good fit of the experimentally collected data (blue dots) over the range of
motion seen in the experiments. (b) The mapping from angular separation between
adjacent pendulums to the stretched displacement of the elastic nearest neighbor
coupling shows the nonlinear relationship from the 0.071 m leverage arm above the
axis of rotation and 0.093 m separation between outer edges of adjacent pendulum
hubs. (c) Resulting potential energy of the elastic coupling between neighboring
pendulums as a function of their angular separation.
potential wells, there are potentially many more distinct sets of wave propagation
characteristics besides the two present with the current configuration.
5.3.1 Geometrically Nonlinear Coupling
Two sources of geometrically nonlinear coupling are introduced in the design of this
system. As seen in Fig. 5.1(c), the first occurs in converting the vertical motion of
the external shaker device zptq into rotational motion of the driven pendulum θ1.
The external excitation will take the form of prescribed motion as
zptq  Γptq sinpωptqtq, (5.2)
where Γptq and ωptq are the amplitude and frequency at time t, and where the
amplitude and frequency may themselves be functions of time as in the case of a
frequency sweep. Using a pin in slot connection, the rotational motion of the first









where lz is the length in the y  z plane from the pin to the axis of rotation at the
center of the first pendulum’s bearing.
Coupling between adjacent oscillators is achieved using elastic bands connected
to a short leverage arm protruding above each ball bearing hub, also visible in
Fig. 5.1(c). The mapping that converts the difference in angular rotation between
adjacent pendulums to a change in linear displacement of the elastic band is shown in
Fig. 5.3(b). The bands used were measured as having variable stiffness coefficients for
changes in elongation. Force versus displacement was fit by a cubic polynomial over
the usable range of values as seen in Fig. 5.3(a). Viscoelastic effects were assumed
to be negligible.









x2n,n1   p4xn,n1, (5.4)
where p1  p4 are the coefficients of the nonlinear stiffness solved via a polynomial
regression of the experimentally collected characterization data and xn,n1 is the
linear elongation of the band connecting pendulum n to pendulum ‘n 1’. xn,n1 is












where x0 is the separation distance between each pendulum along the x-axis, l is the
leverage distance in the y z plane between the band connection and the axis of ro-
tation, and θn and θn1 represent the angular displacements of adjacent pendulums.
Fig. 5.3(c) illustrates the effect of this geometric nonlinear coupling. Small angular
displacements result in a convex potential energy curve. This can be a beneficial
feature in systems in which the desired behavior would be to exploit the large am-
plitude oscillations that result when adjacent oscillators are out of phase with each
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other by allowing larger angular separations than would occur with linear coupling
for a given potential energy.
5.3.2 On-Site Restoring Forces
Two nonlinear, on-site, restoring forces also affect the oscillators in the system. Grav-
itational forces act on all pendulums, and repulsive magnetic forces act on alternating
(even) pendulums. The gravitational potential energy is represented by
Eg  mnghnp1  cospθnqq, (5.6)
where mn is the pendulum’s total mass, g represents the gravitational constant and
hn is the radius of gyration.
The energetic interactions between the magnetic tip mass and the pedestal mag-
nets can be described most simplistically by assuming a magnetic dipole model for
each magnet, and that eddy current effects of the added mass are negligible. The an-
alytical solution of the magnetic energy interaction between two dipoles of magnetic




ppn1  n2q  3pn1  n0qpn2  n0qq , (5.7)
where n is the directional unit vector indicating magnet orientation and µ0 is the
permeability of free space.
Finite element modelings are performed to verify the accuracy of the magnetic
dipole assumption. The numerical calculations are performed on COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics 4.3 using the module Magnetic Fields, No Current. The total magnetic
energy Em of the pendulum magnet is extracted after each calculation for different
pendulum position from θ  30 to θ  30. The total magnetic energy obtained is
the sum of the internal magnetic energies, the magnetic interaction energy between
the pedestal magnets, and the magnetic interaction energy between the pendulum
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the magnetic energies given by the analytical magnetic
dipole model (orange curve) and the numerical calculations (black crosses) when the
base pedestal magnets are aligned 7.62 cm. off-center and oriented vertically.
and the pedestal magnets. This last energy is extracted by subtracting the total
energy with the other magnetic energies calculated separately (1.7 J).
Fig. 5.4 shows the good accuracy of the magnetic dipole assumption (orange
curve) with the numerical simulations (black crosses) that account for the size and
shape of the physical magnets. Because the directions of the magnets are opposite,
the magnetic interactions are mainly repulsive (i.e. positive energy). The maximum
interactions occur at Em  9.8 mJ for θ  9.6 when the magnets are the closest.
The interactions decrease rapidly and are almost null below θ  0 and above θ  20.
This good match between the magnetic dipole model and the finite element model
can be explained by the sufficiently large distance of separation between the magnets
(four times their height). The maximum differences of 0.35 mJ are observed near
θ  0 and θ  20.
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Figure 5.5: The total potential energy (blue, solid) is the sum of the gravitational
energy (green, dash-dot) and the magnetic energy (orange, dash). The software
numerical calculation results (black crosses) match very closely with the analytical
model over the entire range.
5.3.3 Solving for System Equilibria
The total potential energy of each even pendulum’s on-site restoring force is the sum
of the magnetic and the gravitational energies
Enpθnq  Em   Eg, (5.8)
and has been plotted for representative cases in Fig. 5.5. Unlike the magnetic energy,
the gravitational energy is minimal for θ  0 and increases at extreme angles. Their
inverted evolutions lead to two energy wells and consequently to a bi-stable system.
Indeed, the total potential energy reaches a local maximum at θ  9.7, and two
local minimums at θ  1 and θ  18.5, stable positions of the pendulum.
Since the gravitational energy minimum and the magnetic energy maximum occur
at different angles, non-symmetric behavior is observed around the local maximum,
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with different energy levels in the two wells.
The two masses that comprise a unit cell will also have slightly different equilib-
rium positions than each other, the difference of which is inversely proportional to
the stiffness coefficient of the coupling force. This can be easily visualized by consid-
ering that even pendulums are repulsed from the downward pendulum position by
magnetic forces, and the odd pendulums are not. This will cause the odd pendulums
to sag to an angle closer to 0, while being held up by the even pendulums. This
coupling force will also pull the even magnets to an equilibrium position at an angle
slightly closer to 0 than predicted in Fig. 5.5, which did not include the coupling
terms.
For the bistable system, the two sets of equilibria are solved numerically by
minimizing Eq. 5.1, after setting velocity equal to zero and substituting Eq. 5.4 for
each coupling band, Eq. 5.7 for each repulsed even pendulum, and Eq. 5.6 for the
non-magnetic, odd pendulums.
5.4 Theoretical Behavior
Bandgap and bandpass regions occur for small oscillations about each stable equilib-
ria and can be calculated by modeling an unforced, infinite chain as a single unit cell
with periodic boundary conditions. Since the analyzed chain is bistable, it will need
to be linearized around both stable equilibria using the following assumed solution
form of a traveling wave
ξn  Aneipnγωtq, (5.9)
where An is the amplitude of the n
th oscillator, and γ is the wave number. The two
equations of motion for the dimer unit cell are then rearranged into an eigenvalue
problem  
Kpγq  ω2MA  0 , (5.10)
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Figure 5.6: Linear spectrum of the bistable dimer chain over the first Brillouin
zone. Expected propagation zones are seen in the deep potential well (red dashed)
and shallow potential well (blue solid). The attenuation zone between 0-1 Hz exists
due to the onsite gravitational restoring force on each oscillator. The presence of
a shallow well propagation zone in a deep well attenuation zone around ω  2 Hz
provides the opportunity for bifurcation induced filtering.
for mass and stiffness matrices M and K respectively.
Using the masses and stiffnesses relevant to the experimental setup used in this
chapter, the expected linear spectra of the experimental system are solved and plotted
in Fig. 5.6, where the blue solid lines represent the shallow potential well and red
dashed lines the deep potential well. It can be clearly seen that in this case, the
propagation zones do not coincide, owing to the asymmetry of the magnetic repulsive
forces on alternating magnetic pendulums. Section 5.5.2 will later show experimental
results of an amplitude sweep occuring with excitation frequency 2.1 Hz which should












Figure 5.7: Illustration of the computer vision technique used for data collection
from an overhead camera. The DLT method that allows camera calibration by corre-
sponding known reference points in 3D space to their locations in the 2D image plane
is then later used in reverse to solve for the (y,z) coordinates of point p from recorded
(u,v) positions and the known x coordinates (due to the physical construction and
constrained motion of the pendulums).
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fd,1 fd,3 fd,2 fd,4
Figure 5.8: Experimental results showing the oscillations of each pendulum in
a 7 unit cell dimer chain during a frequency (a) upsweep and (b) downsweep of
duration t=430s. Initial conditions place the chain in the deep potential well of
the asymmetrically bistable system. fd,1  fd,4 and the shaded areas represent the
theoretically predicted propagation zones from Fig. 5.6. Each oscillator is vertically
offset by 15 degrees for clarity with the right, vertical axis providing the relative
scale.



























































fs,1 fs,3 fs,2 fs,4
Figure 5.9: Experimental results showing the oscillations of each pendulum in
an 7 unit cell dimer chain during a frequency (a) upsweep and (b) downsweep of
duration t=430s. Initial conditions place the chain in the shallow potential well of
the asymmetrically bistable system. fs,1  fs,4 and the shaded areas represent the
theoretically predicted propagation zones from Fig. 5.6. Each oscillator is vertically
offset by 5 degrees for clarity with the right, vertical axis providing the relative scale.
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5.5 Experimental Results
Data collection for this experiment was performed using computer vision techniques
with a single, overhead, 4 megapixel, video camera. The experimental setup is illus-
trated in Fig. 5.7. The direct linear transform (DLT) method was used to calibrate
the camera’s location through a customized version of a 3rd-party MATLAB toolkit
DigitizingTools [88]. The 11 DLT coefficients are solved by minimizing the residuals
of an overconstrained system of equations
u  c1x  c2y   c3z   c4
c9x  c10y   c11z   1
v  c5x  c6y   c7z   c8
c9x  c10y   c11z   1 ,
(5.11)
using a minimum of 6 known reference coordinates. For increased redundancy, 33
reference points were used. A second function in the DigitizingTools package was
then used to perform automatic point tracking of multiple points, specifically the top
most point of each of the fourteen pendulums, and one additional point representing
the vertical motion of the external shaker.
Once the DLT coefficients are obtained to calibrate the camera’s position, Eq. 5.11
can be used in reverse to solve for coordinates in the 3D object space from their
pixel positions in the image plane as generated by the auto-tracker. Generically, this
results in a line comprising an infinite number of possible locations. However, due
to the construction of the system, each tracked pendulum and vertical shaker has
a known, fixed x coordinate and constrained motion only in the y-z plane, allowing
the specific location on the ambiguous line to be chosen. The following equations
represent Eq. 5.11 rearranged to solve for y and z
z  znumpvc10  c6qpc3  uc11q   puc10  c2qpvc11  c7q





znum  puc10  c2qpc5x  c8  vpc9x 1qq
pvc10  c6qpc1x  c4  upc9x 1qq.
(5.13)
The markers tracked by the visual processing software were 0.159 cm circular
dots, which filled 2-8 pixels at different points of the recorded video. With the ‘find
marker centroid’ feature activated, errors were generally observed to be minimal.
As an example, allowing for 2 pixels of error would correspond to approximately
0.0397 cm-0.159 cm in horizontal displacement measurement error. With an 8.9 cm
leverage arm from the axis of rotation, variation of that size would result in errors
on the order of 0.25-1.0 of pendulum rotation. These maximal errors are about a
factor of 10 smaller than the oscillation amplitudes during propagation zone behavior,
and do not appear to affect the qualitative analysis of the system in the following
sections.
Using these data collection and analysis techniques, Sec. 5.5.1 describes the fre-
quency response of the system with results of both increasing and decreasing fre-
quency sweeps to identify the linear spectra of the experimental system. Section
5.5.2 then provides experimental results for an amplitude sweep, in which passive
bandgap reconfiguration is observed.
5.5.1 Frequency Response
The experimentally determined frequency response of the system is shown in Figs. 5.8
and 5.9 for behavior in the deep and shallow potential wells respectively. Each illus-
trates two propagation zones, a lower frequency acoustic mode and an optical mode
at higher frequency in which the lighter oscillators have more prominent motion.
The two figures include both an increasing and decreasing frequency sweep.
Due to low system damping, the transition at the end of a propagation zone, to
attenuation behavior, is not precisely measurable since many oscillators maintained
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noticeable amplitudes for a long transitory period before settling into the expected
reduced behavior. This is evident by the large oscillations to the right of shaded
regions in the frequency upsweeps of Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.9(a) and to the left of shaded
regions in the frequency downsweeps in Figs. 5.8(b) and 5.9(b). To best compare the
experimental results to the predicted bandpass zones, the transitions from attenua-
tion to propagation should be the focus, as indicated by the labeled frequencies of
Figs. 5.8 and 5.9.
The low frequency acoustic propagation zone was clearly identified in both po-
tential wells. Strong propagation was also evident through the entire length of the
chain, making the frequency bands easy to visually identify. The high frequency op-
tical band was more difficult to identify experimentally since amplitudes decreased
rapidly along the length of the chain, however the close qualitative agreement with
predicted results is still evident in the shaded regions of Figs. 5.8 and 5.9.
The most striking difference between the lower and upper frequency propagation
zones is the amplitude of pendulums near the end of the chain. In the low frequency
zone, amplitudes are relatively constant along the entire length, whereas there is
a noticeable decline in the higher frequency optical propagation zone, such that
movement in the last unit cells is barely noticeable. These behaviors were both
predicted in a previous theoretical study[89] and lend support to the assumption of
light velocity dependent dissipation. With velocity dependent dissipation, the effects
would be expected to be minor at slow speeds, but for a given amplitude, exciting
the system at a higher frequency induces greater energy losses and therefore reduced
propagation along the chain.
5.5.2 Passive Reconfiguration
A demonstration of passive bandgap reconfiguration is shown in Fig. 5.10 and the
waterfall plot of Fig. 5.11. External excitation provided from a vertical shaker is
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Figure 5.10: (a) Oscillations of the 11th (black) and 12th (blue/gray) oscillators in a
7 unit cell dimer chain during an amplitude sweep, shown in (b) where the black line
represents velocity of the external shaker with large red(gray) points on each peak
as a visual aid. Initial conditions place the chain in the shallow potential well of the
asymmetrically bistable system with excitation of ω  2.10 Hz, corresponding to a
pass band in the shallow well and a stop band of the deep well. In this example, well
escape is observed at t=160 s and attenuation zone behavior is realized at t=235 s.
increased linearly as shown in Fig. 5.10(b), and is provided at a constant frequency
of 2.1 Hz, which falls in the propagation zone of the shallow well and the bandgap
of the deep well, as seen in Fig. 5.6. Figure 5.11 shows the position of each oscillator
along the chain during the sweep with the front displayed oscillator representing the
start of the chain, and the back as the last. As the excitation amplitude increases, a






















Figure 5.11: Oscillations of every pendulum in a 7 unit cell dimer chain during an
amplitude sweep. Initial conditions place the chain in the shallow potential well of
the asymmetrically bistable system with excitation of ω  2.10 Hz, corresponding
to a pass band in the shallow well and a stop band of the deep well. Once amplitudes
in a single oscillator in the chain are sufficiently large that well escape occurs, the
remaining oscillators are similarly pulled into the deep well and after a transitory
period, attenuation is observed as amplitudes quickly reduce to near zero levels.
the system reconfigures its wave propagation characteristics. A transitory period of
slightly over one minute results from the very low damping level in this system due
to the low friction ball bearings and pendulums with added mass. This settling time
could be significantly reduced with increased damping, though the loss in propagation
when excited in the linear spectrum may offset any gains in performance. As was
noted in Sec. 5.5.1, propagation in the upper frequency band is already significantly
affected by dissipation, so this trade off of long settling times may be necessary in
order to maintain the high level of wave propagation currently observed in the lower
frequency band.
Once the system has settled in the deep potential well, this same input frequency
2.1 Hz is instead inside an attenuation zone, and Fig. 5.11 shows that most oscillators
have reduced to near zero oscillation amplitude. Figure 5.10(a) details a representa-
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tive unit cell, which has stationary velocities during the final minute of the sweep,
despite the largest input excitation.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates a passive bandgap reconfiguration for an experimental
chain of oscillators. For the case of asymmetric bistability, multiple equilibria arise,
and the linear spectra of the two do not necessarily coincide. This allows the prop-
agation behavior to be tuned such that propagation will occur in one well, whereas
a bandgap will occur at this frequency in the neighboring well. This provides an
opportunity for amplitude dependent filtering, in which low energy environmental
input is allowed to be transmitted through the chain, while high amplitudes will
instead trigger a well escape and be attenuated.
The study was motivated by recent developments of methods of active control
through parameter tuning or component replacement, and acts as a complementary
technique that may be beneficial in remote systems or those where manual interven-
tion or monitoring is impractical. This phenomenon provides functionality that is
in some ways qualitatively similar to a circuit breaker, and its primary applicability
would be in systems with delicate components that are unable to endure sustained
exposure to large oscillations.
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6A Hardening-type Nonlinear Energy Harvester with
Excited Dynamic Magnifier
6.1 Introduction
There has been significant interest in energy harvesting methods over the past decade
paralleling the need to power remote or autonomous sensors and devices. Piezoelec-
tric beams emerged as a capable and robust source of gathering power from vibrating
mechanical structures. Early work focused on improving maximum power or power
per unit mass of these devices, which generally resulted from tuning linear resonance
to an a priori known single frequency excitation source.
A significant drawback to those preliminary linear designs was the narrow band-
width, which made them unsuitable for environments with multi-frequency or vari-
able single-frequency input. Nonlinearities and combinations of linear oscillators
were introduced as a way to overcome this obstacle and increase the robustness of a
given harvester [28, 90–92]. Several notable examples fall in the categories of linear
arrays [35–37], bistable oscillators [29–31], hardening/softening stiffness components
[1, 32–34], frequency up-conversion [93], and active tuning [94, 95].
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More recently, investigations into the performance of two degree of freedom sys-
tems have been shown to provide similar advantages. Dynamic magnifiers introduce
a second mass in series between the harvester and excitation source [38–41] in order
to drive larger amplitudes in the primary harvesting structure and increase the max-
imum power output for both harmonic forced excitation and base motion excitation
[96]. An alternate configuration with the harvesting structure placed between the
vibration source and auxiliary structure [42] has shown improved performance over
the previous configuration, and is optimized by greatly preferred design parameters
and without the need to modify the harvester’s mass or stiffness [43, 44]. Though the
magnifier mass is typically non-harvesting, proposed designs like the cutout beam
allow both oscillators to produce significant power [97].
Coupled harvester arrays consist of two (or more) degree of freedom designs with
multiple coupled oscillators directly connected to the same base. They have also been
demonstrated to have a wider bandwidth than a single oscillator [45–47]. However,
though peak power in these coupled systems is only slightly lower than the single
degree of freedom peak, the effective bandwidth of these coupled systems is measured
at a potentially significantly lower power level due to the presence of a central valley
between the double peaks. A bistable, electrically coupled design has also shown
improved broadband harvesting [98], but the work did not include an uncoupled or
linear case for peak power comparison.
This study draws inspiration from both dynamic magnification and coupled os-
cillator systems by using a design similar to a coupled harvester array, but with com-
ponent and parameter choice strategies more similar to dynamic magnifiers. Adding
a coupled linear dummy oscillator that is similarly driven to a tuned hardening-
type nonlinear harvester improves upon the uncoupled case without introducing the
drawbacks of the inspiring designs. Models suggest that the addition of this excited
dynamic magnifier results in an increased peak kinetic energy of the primary oscil-
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lator, at a wider bandwidth, and without the undesirable central valley observed
in linear coupled systems. This coupled system can outperform the uncoupled case
even when total system mass is held constant, and does not require the significant
added cost as in arrays where multiple energy harvesters are used. In practice, the
largest drawback of using a hardening-type harvester is the difficulty in achieving the
high amplitude solution, as opposed to a coexisting low amplitude solution. When
properly tuned, the addition of an excited dynamic magnifier provides large im-
provements in the range of initial conditions that result in the high amplitude peak,
allowing the oscillator to have a greater chance of realizing its maximum potential
harvesting capacity.
6.2 System Description
The primary component in the modeled system is a hardening-type nonlinear energy
harvesting oscillator as seen in the blue box of Fig. 6.1. The goals of adding an
excited dynamic harvester will be to improve the peak kinetic energy, energy per
unit mass, and bandwidth of the uncoupled harvester while minimizing added cost
and retuning.
For simplicity, a coupled electrical circuit is not included in this model. Kinetic
energy of the harvester is used instead as a value expected to be positively correlated
with power withdrawn by an optimized electrical circuit. Improved peak kinetic
energy should not come only from added mass. Peak kinetic energy should still
be improved even when total mass is conserved. The harvester bandwidth is the
effective frequency range over which the harvester can generate power above a given
threshold when subjected to varying single frequency excitation.
In analyzing the different costs of the system addition, it is assumed that an
energy harvester itself is the primary monetary cost of a system and components










Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the system where the blue box contains the energy
harvester and the red encloses the excited dynamic magnifier. Each oscillator has on-
site stiffness and dissipation terms, as well as a connecting coupling spring. External
forcing is provided to each mass by either direct force excitation F or base excitation
Fb.)
plug-n-play components are generally preferred over add-ons that require a more
significant system reconfiguration.
The auxiliary oscillator indicated by the red box of Fig. 6.1 is a simple linear os-
cillator, both in its on-site stiffness providing coupling to the base and in its coupling
to the energy harvester.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the two types of excitation that will be considered, di-
rect force excitation F applied to each mass and base motion excitation Fb applied
through the on-site stiffness and damping terms. The following sections will demon-
strate that the systems’ behaviors are qualitatively similar for both cases.
6.3 Mathematical Model
This section describes the equations of motion of a given hardening-type energy
harvester when an excited dynamic magnifier is added using either direct force or
base motion excitation. In each case, the external force is assumed to be single
frequency harmonic excitation. After qualitative similarity in the frequency response
between the two forcing types is shown in Sec. 6.4.1, the following sections analyze
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the direct force excitation case to minimize redundancy.
6.3.1 Direct Force Excitation EOM
In all following analysis, oscillator 1 will always indicate the energy harvester and
2 the excited dynamic magnifier or dummy oscillator. In this section, the energy
harvester will have a hardening-type frequency response due to a Duffing style cubic
restoring force. The equations of motion for the case where a harmonic excitation
force is directly applied to both the magnifier and the harvester is given by
m1:x1   d1 9x1   k1x1   knlx31   kcpx1  x2q  F sinωt (6.1)
m2:x2   d2 9x2   k2x2   kcpx2  x1q  F sinωt, (6.2)
where x1 and x2 are the positions, m1 and m2 are the masses, k1 and k2 are the on-site
stiffnesses, knl is the cubic stiffness of the harvester, kc is the coupling stiffness, and
d1 and d2 are the damping coefficients when subjected to forced harmonic excitation
of amplitude F and frequency ω.
These equations can be nondimensionalized as
y21   2ζ1y11   y1   βy31   λpy1  y2q  F sin Ωτ (6.3)
µy22   2ζ2
?




, η  k2
k1
, β  knl
k1







, ζi  di?
miki
(6.5)
and yi is the nondimensionalized absolute position of the i
th oscillator.
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6.3.2 Base Excitation EOM
For the case of base excitation with prescribed motion
z  Fb sinωt, (6.6)
each oscillator is driven through the on-site spring and damper. The equations of
motion for the case of base excitation are then represented by
m1:x1   d1p 9x1  9zq   k1px1  zq   knlpx1  zq3   kcpx1  x2q  0 (6.7)
m2:x2   d2p 9x2  9zq   k2px2  zq   kcpx2  x1q  0. (6.8)
By substituting ui  xi  z as the nondimensionalized relative position of each
oscillator, Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8 are nondimensionalized as
u21   2ζ1u11   u1   βu31   λpu1  u2q  Γ sin Ωτ (6.9)
µu22   2ζ2
?
µηu12   ηu2   λpu2  u1q  µΓ sin Ωτ (6.10)
where the same parameter relationships of Eq. 6.5 have again been substituted and
Γ  k1Ω2F, (6.11)
As expected, the two nondimensionalized sets of equations are identical except
for the forcing term. The base excited case has mass and stiffness dependencies, and
due to its frequency squared term, will generally use a much smaller value for the
amplitude Fb.
6.4 Analysis
This section will perform analytical analysis and numerical simulations to demon-
strate the behavior of the modeled system. First, the coupled system’s frequency
response will be directly compared to the uncoupled case. The next several subsec-
tions will investigate the effects of changing system parameters to provide insight
into optimization and design robustness.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between the uncoupled and coupled cases for (a) direct
force excitation and (b) base motion excitation. Black and Red (gray) dots represent
the approximate analytical solutions for the uncoupled harvester and excited dynamic
magnifier. Blue (dark gray) and magenta (light gray) circles represent the numerical
solutions of the coupled system. Parameters for (a) are µ  0.08, η  1, λ  1, β 
0.5, f  1. Parameters for (b) are µ  0.18, η  4.0, λ  0.5, β  0.5, f  0.12.
6.4.1 Frequency Response
Before analyzing the coupled system, performance of the original harvester is pre-
sented for comparison. The black and red dotted lines of Fig. 6.2(a) show example
uncoupled oscillators of Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 by setting λ  0 and solving for a first order
approximate analytical solution using the method of harmonic balance. As com-
pared to the linear dummy oscillator, the peak of the hardening oscillator is clearly
asymmetrical, with amplitude increasing with frequency. Allowing for the different
F and Fb values in each form of excitation, Figs. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) are qualitatively
similar in the behavior of the uncoupled energy harvester.
The coupled case can be approached similarly. Substituting an assumed solution
form of
y1  A1 cos Ωτ  B1 sin Ωτ (6.12)
y2  A2 cos Ωτ  B2 sin Ωτ (6.13)
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into Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4 and performing a harmonic balance leads to the following set
of equations





βA21B1   λpB1 B2q  F (6.14)





βB21A1   λpA1  A2q  0 (6.15)
Ω2B2  2zΩ?µηA2   ηB2   λpB2 B1q  F (6.16)
Ω2A2  2zΩ?µηB2   ηA2   λpA2  A1q  0. (6.17)
The closed form solution for this system would be quite long due to the cubic co-
efficients. However, it can be solved numerically using for example the Matlab
function fsolve, where coexisting solutions are found through iterating over multiple
initial guesses.
The blue (dark gray) and magenta (light gray) open circles of Figs. 6.2(a) repre-
sent the numerical solutions of Eqs. 6.14-6.17. The coupled solution of Fig. 6.2(b)
was similarly solved, substituting Γ and µΓ for F as appropriate for the case of base
excitation. Comparing the two forms of excitation, it is seen that achieving the same
harvester response in each case requires different parameters in the excited dynamic
magnifier. Figure 6.2(b) illustrates how this increase in mass and changes to stiffness
parameters results in significantly lower oscillation amplitude in the dynamic magni-
fier for the case of base excitation, whereas the two oscillators had similar amplitudes
in the direct excitation case.
Fig. 6.3 gives a better view of the performance improvement of the energy har-
vester with excited dynamic magnifier by comparing the frequency response of the
coupled system to the default, uncoupled case. In this example, it can be seen that
the coupled response of the energy harvester is largely unchanged at low frequencies,
but there are several notable differences as frequency increases. Most importantly,
it can be clearly seen that the peak amplitude and frequency have both significantly
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Figure 6.3: Time marching frequency (a) upsweep and (b) downsweep for the
case of forced harmonic excitation. Cyan (light gray) is the position of the energy
harvester during the sweep, Blue (dark gray) circles represent the numerical solution
of the coupled system and the black line is the uncoupled approximate analytical
solution for comparison. Parameters in both cases are µ  0.08, η  1, λ  1, β 
0.5, f  1.
increased (by ∆y1 and ∆B respectively) providing greater peak power and a wider
usable bandwidth. There is also an upwards shift in the bifurcation point where the
high frequency, low amplitude solution begins. The final change is a small second
peak corresponding to the coupled natural frequency of the excited magnifier.
Time marching numerical simulations show agreement with the numerically solved
solutions. Figure 6.3 also shows an example forward and reverse frequency sweep with
the analytical solutions overlaid for reference. Both directions illustrate a different
aspect of wider bandwidth of the coupled system over the uncoupled. In the forward
sweep, the high amplitude solution is maintained over a much wider frequency range.
On the reverse sweep, the jump from low amplitude to the high amplitude solution
occurs at a higher frequency, resulting in a greater frequency range spent at the high
amplitude solution.
For simplicity, this basic model has omitted the electrical circuit that would
necessarily accompany any energy harvester. The kinetic energy of the harvesting
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mass will instead be used as a correlated result to give intuition as to the likely
effectiveness of the design. Based on the assumed solution form of Eq. 6.12, the
maximum kinetic energy of the harvester is represented by
T  0.5Ωr21, (6.18)
for the system normalized to a unit mass and where
r1 
b
A21  B21 , (6.19)
is the amplitude of the energy harvester. Fig. 6.4 compares the kinetic energy of the
original uncoupled energy harvester to the kinetic energy after adding the excited
dynamic magnifier for different values of the nonlinear stiffness coefficient β. The
dramatic increase in energy results from the combination of both increased amplitude
and also the increased velocity due to the peak occurring at a higher frequency.
6.4.2 Stability
Stability analysis of the coupled system can be performed by allowing the coefficients
of Eq. 6.12 to be time varying, for a solution of the form
yi  Aipτq cos Ωτ  Bipτq sin Ωτ . (6.20)
By assuming that these coefficients are slowly time varying such that :Ai  :Bi  0,
substituting this modified solution form into Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4 results in the following
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Figure 6.4: Kinetic energy of the uncoupled energy harvester (black points) and
the energy harvester with excited dynamic magnifier (blue circles) for nonlinear co-
efficient β = (a) 0.1, (b) 0.25, (c) 0.5, (d) 1.0, (d) 2.0, (e) 5.0. Parameters in each
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βA1B1 σ1 0 λ
σ2 2zΩ   32βA1B1 λ 0
0 λ 2zΩ?µη Ω2µ  η   λ
λ 0 Ω2µ  η   λ 2zΩ?µη
fi
ffiffiffiffifl (6.22)
which is the system of partial derivatives of the right side of Eq. 6.21 and where





βA21   λ (6.23)





βB21   λ. (6.24)
Stable solutions are then expected when the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
have negative real components when evaluated at the fixed points. Figures 6.7(b)-
(c) show example cases where the hardening system results in an expected pair of
coexisting solutions, one at high and the other at low amplitude (large dots), with
an unstable solution in between (small dots).
6.4.3 Power Per Unit Mass
The preceding section analyzed the system under the assumption that a given energy
harvester would be supplemented by the addition of a dynamic magnifier. This would
often be the implementation method used, but there may also be cases where overall
mass is sought to be minimized or maintained, and the additional mass for the
magnifier must be subtracted from the harvester. Figure 6.5 shows example cases
where the peak amplitude and frequency bandwidth can still be increased over the
uncoupled case, even when total mass is maintained constant.
The blue circles and green squares of Fig. 6.5 show that the excited dynamic
magnifier can increase both amplitude and kinetic energy over the uncoupled har-
vester when m2 is sufficiently small. Since the cyan diamond line has a peak just
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Figure 6.5: Numerical (a) amplitude and (b) maximum kinetic energy of the energy
harvester with excited dynamic magnifier with overall mass conserved as compared
to the uncoupled case (black line). Harvester mass is (1) 0.98 (2) 0.90 (3) 0.80 (4)
0.65 (5) 0.50, with m2  1  m1. Large circles indicate the peak of each curve.
Parameters in both cases are η  1, λ  1, β  0.5, f  1.
below the uncoupled case, it can be inferred that the limit in this example has m2
slightly less than 0.2 in order to achieve superior power per unit mass as compared
to the uncoupled case.
Line (5) of Fig. 6.5, the yellow x’s, show the case where both the harvester and
the magnifier have the same mass. This case is qualitatively similar to previously
studied harvester arrays and provides a sharp contrast in behavior to the cases with
a much smaller second mass. It’s second peak is of comparable amplitude to the
primary peak, and they have a central valley between them. In some sense, this
could be considered to have a widened bandwidth over the uncoupled case, but
when compared to the low second mass cases as in for example Line (1) of Fig. 6.5,
superior performance in amplitude, bandwidth and kinetic energy is clearly evident

























































Figure 6.6: (a) Frequency response for an uncoupled nonlinear harvester (black
dots) and harvester with excited dynamic magnifier (blue open circles and dots) for
µ  0.08, β  0.5, η  1.0, λ  1.0, F  1.0 with forced harmonic excitation. (b)
Zoomed in portion of the response to illustrate the much larger separation distance
between the stable and unstable solutions near the peak after adding the magnifier.
Basin of attraction diagrams show high amplitude solution (black) and low amplitude
solutions (red/gray) at (c)-(d) Ω=2.1 and (e)-(f) Ω=2.8. The lower two plots (d)
and (f) are the case with added excited dynamic magnifier and show a much greater
range of values leading to the high amplitude solution as compared to the uncoupled
case (c) and (e).
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6.4.4 Basins of Attraction
A primary advantage of a hardening energy harvester over a similar linear device
is the wider bandwidth due to its slanted peak. However, a significant drawback is
that in this region of coexisting solutions, it is not always easy to obtain the desired
high amplitude solution. Figures 6.6(a) and (b) provide insight as to why this is
the case. Near the peak of hardening oscillator’s frequency response, a stable and
unstable solution are extremely close together. Figures 6.6(e) shows that just below
the peak, at Ω=2.8, there are very few initial conditions that result in the high
amplitude solution. Even in laboratory conditions, this peak can be very difficult
to obtain experimentally. In the field, it would be extremely unlikely to obtain it
organically through chance environmental input. Even looking lower down the peak,
in this example at Ω=2.1, only roughly half of the initial conditions analyzed result
in the high amplitude peak.
In addition to the higher peak and increased bandwidth that were shown in the
previous section, Figures 6.6(d) and (f) show that a potentially more important
benefit of adding an excited dynamic magnifier to a hardening-type harvester is
that it makes these peak values easier to obtain. The basins of attraction for the
dynamically magnified system show a significantly greater space of initial conditions
that result in the high amplitude solutions over the frequency range of the uncoupled
peak. This provides an important practical benefit in allowing an existing harvester
to be more likely to achieve its harvesting capacity.
Multi-Frequency Behavior
As with most systems, the excited dynamic magnifier does have potential drawbacks
and there are certain physical parameters that, if mistuned, can severely impair
harvester performance. One of these is a resonance in the coupling spring that is a
function of the coupling coefficient and the mass ratio. When this resonance aligns
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Figure 6.7: A series of frequency sweeps were performed with high coupling stiffness
coefficients. (a) The energy harvester’s maximum observed amplitude contains a
large, unexpected trough. (b) Forward quasistatic sweep of the excited dynamic
magnifier with µ  0.08 and λ  3.4 shows high amplitude, multi-frequency behavior
between Ω = 2.5 through 2.8 which is not captured in the first order analytical
solution. (c) The energy harvester also shows significant multi-frequency behavior,
with amplitude oscillations on the order of the separation distance between stable
(open circles) and unstable (dots) solutions. (d) Basin of attraction diagram at
µ  0.08 and λ  3.5 shows that a region of inital conditions (circled) that led to
the high amplitude solution with lower coupling strength, now result in well-escape
and settle into the low amplitude solution due to this higher order behavior.
near the peak of the energy harvester, the associated multi-frequency behavior can
result in well-escape and make it more difficult to achieve the high amplitude solution.
This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figs. 6.7(a) and (b) which illustrate that
there exist regions in the parameter space where the first order solution does not
seem to adequately describe the coupled system’s behavior near the peak. Specifi-
cally, higher order oscillations can be seen to destabilize the harvester in the frequency
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range of interest. Though the first order approximate analytical solution predicts a
stable higher peak, Figs. 6.7(b) and (c) clearly show that multi-frequency behavior
is observed in both the magnifier and harvester, which can predictably perturb the
energy harvester out of the high amplitude solution. A higher order model would be
required to more accurately describe system response for masses and coupling coef-
ficients falling in this large valley. It should be noted that the peaks in Figs. 6.7(b)
and (c) are stable and can be reached with carefully selected initial conditions, how-
ever as shown in Figs. 6.7(d), this higher order behavior has significantly reduced
the space of initial conditions that will settle into the high amplitude solution.
Multi-frequency behavior with high coupling near the peak is more significant
than when it appears at a lower frequency with low coupling because of the proximity
of the unstable solution. At Ω   2.0 for example, there is only 1 system solution, so
this behavior has only a minor effect on the system. Near peak amplitude, however,
there are 2 stable solutions separated by 1 unstable solution. Since the unstable
solution is so close to the stable peak solution, this multi-frequency behavior can
be sufficiently disruptive as to result in potential well escape, to the low amplitude
solution. This phenomena must be taken into consideration during any design process
since the behavior in this region of parameter space is likely undesirable. Two design
choices that can help avoid this region are to decrease the coupling coefficient and
increase the mass ratio, which both act to decrease the resonant frequency in the
coupling spring, ideally to a frequency with only a single stable solution. However,
as will be shown in the next section, these two design choices run contrary to kinetic
energy optimization over those parameters.
6.4.5 Optimization
Figures 6.4 and 6.8 both provide insight into parameter relationships that would be
























Figure 6.8: Maximum amplitude of the energy harvester over a range of mass
ratios and coupling stiffnesses for the case of forced harmonic excitation. For low
stiffnesses, the maximum harvester amplitude is seen near µ  0.1. The optimal
mass ratio slowly decreases as coupling stiffness increases. Parameters used were
β  0.5, η  1, F  1.
stiffness coefficient of the energy harvester. In the uncoupled case, it can be seen that
changing this parameter does not have an effect on the system’s maximum kinetic
energy. Lower amplitude of oscillations at higher frequencies is compensated for by
increased velocity, maintaining the same kinetic energy. This relationship does not
hold in the coupled case where it can be clearly seen that in this example, there is
a peak kinetic energy level achievable using β of approximately 0.5. This value is a
function of the natural frequency of the dynamic magnifier. Recall the location of
the peak of the uncoupled dummy oscillator in Fig. 6.2(a). Maximum kinetic energy
in the coupled harvester occurs when this peak is tuned slightly to the right of the
uncoupled harvester’s peak. This could be achieved as in Fig. 6.4 through changing
the level of nonlinearity in the harvester, or by instead tuning the on-site stiffness or
mass of the magnifier.
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Figure 6.8 analyzes the relationship between the mass ratio and the coupling
stiffness coefficient. For low coupling values, increasing the coupling coefficient λ
generally increases the maximum harvester amplitude. It can also be seen that
for these low levels of coupling, there is an optimal mass ratio. In this example,
the maximum occurs near µ  0.1 for very low coupling and slightly decreases
as coupling strength increases. However, it should be again noted that though the
expected performance based on the first order analytical solution would be optimized
simply by maximizing the coupling strength and minimizing the mass ratio, the
real system is not so straightforward. Figure 6.6(a) demonstrated that there is a
limit beyond which multi-frequency behavior disrupts the harvester near the peak,
making the high amplitude solution more difficult to obtain. In practice, preferred
system behavior will typically be achieved with the maximum coupling strength
and associated optimal mass ratio, that still result in a coupling resonance at a
sufficiently low frequency as to occur in the single stable solution portion of the
harvester’s frequency response curve.
6.5 Conclusion
Improving the performance of existing energy harvesting devices is an ongoing re-
search effort in the engineering community. Three performance criteria often refer-
enced are maximum power (or kinetic energy), power per unit mass and bandwidth.
The model presented here for a hardening-type energy harvester with excited dy-
namic magnifier has shown improvements in all three categories over the comparable
standalone harvester. It was demonstrated that the addition of an excited dynamic
magnifier can achieve nearly identical amplitudes over the frequency range of the
uncoupled harvester’s peak, and the excited dynamic magnifier acts to extend the
response to a higher peak amplitude at a higher frequency, thereby also resulting in
an increase in maximum kinetic energy.
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The system also avoids several drawbacks of related designs. This design does
not utilize dual peaks which contain a lower power central valley like some previous
dynamic magnifier and harvester array designs, and also does not require additional
expensive components like the multiple energy harvesters used in harvester arrays.
The most important benefit of the excited dynamic magnifier may be the in-
creased likelihood in multistable frequency ranges of obtaining the high amplitude
solution. This greater range of initial conditions leading to the high amplitude solu-
tion makes use of the nonlinear harvester much more practical. Care must be taken
in tuning however, since first-order analytical optimization of certain parameters
(specifically the coupling stiffness and mass ratio) can result in undesired multi-
frequency behavior, counteracting these benefits.
A proposed use for this technology would be for environments with varying single
frequency excitation where a tuned hardening-type energy harvester is already in use.
Addition of an excited dynamic magnifier allows high amplitude solutions across
it’s peak frequency range to be more easily achieved without retuning, while also
extending the high amplitude solution over a greater frequency range, allowing the
energy harvester to expand is operating range over a wider bandwidth.
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7Summary, Conclusions, and Future Directions
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
The second chapter provided two significant advances to the field of wave propaga-
tion for analyzing nonlinear chains. The first was providing a means to rearrange
the equations of motion to isolate system parameters in order to utilize standard
uncertainty analysis techniques. Using this method, a system designer can readily
compare the robustness of a given model to different types of uncertainty in each
physical parameter. The second contribution is in qualitative analysis of the effects
of increased excitation amplitude. Previous works had already demonstrated that
standard wave propagation analysis techniques could not be applied to nonlinear
systems, however this chapter demonstrates the mechanism by which the solutions
break down as amplitudes increase. It was also shown that these effects are much
stronger at high frequency than low, and that bandgap regions are less prone to
chaos and sub/super harmonics than propagation zones.
An experimental testbed for studying wave propagation was designed and sim-
ulated in the fourth chapter of this dissertation. It can be extremely difficult to
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achieve wave propagation in a general chain of mechanical oscillators, with the pri-
mary challenge being overcoming system damping. The proposed testbed is able to
minimize damping through the use of a pendulum design with low friction ball bear-
ings, a long pendulum arm, and added mass. Another unique feature of this design
is that the chain of pendulums are aligned axially, so that the direction of motion
of each oscillator is out of plane of the direction of wave propagation. This differs
from most granular chain designs, and provides increased safety in that there is no
risk of collision between adjacent oscillators for any oscillation amplitude. This out
of plane motion also makes it easier to provide rigid, permanent, external controls
to individual oscillators.
In the field of wave propagation, the most significant contribution of this disserta-
tion was described analytically in Chapter 3 and experimentally in Chapter 5. Most
research in this area has focused on active control of bandgap regions. The most
popular methods utilize tuning of design parameters or component replacement in
order to change the system’s behavior. These chapters demonstrate a supplemental
technique for passive bandgap reconfiguration. By imposing an asymmetrical restor-
ing force on a single oscillator in each unit cell, it is shown that each potential well
has a unique set of wave propagation characteristics. The system can be tuned so
that a propagation zone in one well corresponds to a bandgap in the other, leading
to a possible safety feature of amplitude dependent filtering, similar to a mechanical
circuit breaker. Low amplitude vibrations are able to pass through the chain, but if
external excitation exceeds some threshold, well escape occurs and the system ‘trips’,
and attenuates further vibration.
The final chapter investigated a new method for improving the performance of
a nonlinear energy harvester by adding an excited dynamic magnifier. Inspired by
standard dynamic magnifiers and harvester arrays, this model predicts benefits seen
in both precursor designs, but without the primary drawbacks of either. After adding
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the excited dynamic magnifier, the energy harvester should have a higher peak am-
plitude response and a wider effective bandwidth, and unlike the previous designs,
it should also increase power efficiency and should not significantly increase overall
system cost. Most importantly, it improves on the primary limitation of hardening-
type harvesters by significantly increasing the range of initial conditions that lead to
the high amplitude solution.
7.2 Future Directions for Research
Many sections of this dissertation have analyzed model systems or designed experi-
mental testbeds. There should be opportunities in the future to leverage this work
as a basis for experimental work. The chain of pendulums is an excellent resource
for studies in mechanical wave propagation and could also be used for the reverse
problem of dissipation, for example in the field of discrete breathers.
7.2.1 Wave Propagation
There are two areas that would naturally follow the wave propagation research per-
formed in this dissertation. The first is in analyzing multistable systems with greater
than two equilibria. The theoretical and experimental work performed here focused
on strictly bistable systems. Even the longer chains were only stable when all unit
cells were in the same potential well. A future project should expand this analysis
to instead consider the case of hybrid equilibria in which unit cells can be in oppo-
site potential wells. Preliminary theoretical analysis could be performed to provide
insight to the expected behavior in the hybrid equilibria which could then be verified
experimentally.
The primary shortcoming of the design for passive bandgap reconfiguration pro-
posed in Chapters 4 and 6 is that there is currently no mechanism for reset. Once





Figure 7.1: Drawing of a possible example system, modified from Ref. [1]. Two
clamped free beams are excited by the same base excitation. The lower beam has
a magnetic tip mass that creates a hardening stiffness. The upper beam has linear
stiffness. The two tip masses are attached via a linear spring.
system will not revert to its propagating state after excitation later decreases. Col-
laboration with David Arnold’s research group at the University of Florida may allow
additional investigation into this topic. They are currently micro-fabricating chains
of cantilevered beams with magnetic masses in order to replicate wave propagation
behaviors similar to the systems in this document. An important feature of their
model is that it may be possible to repolarize their magnets. Through the repolar-
ization process it may be possible to create the functional equivalent of resetting the
system from the deep to shallow potential well through periodic depolarization to a
monostable condition and repolarization in such a manner as to ensure the oscillators
begin in the shallow potential well.
7.2.2 Excited Dynamic Magnifier
Figure 7.1 shows a sample drawing of a system configuration that would be expected
to have the same performance of the modeled system from Chapter 6, using the
nonlinear energy harvester of Ref. [1] as a basis for comparison. The lower cantilever
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beam represents a piezoelectric energy harvester with magnetic tip mass. Magnets
on either side of the beam create a hardening frequency response in the harvester.
The second beam would be an inexpensive dummy oscillator. Both are connected
to the same base, and also connected to each other through a linear spring at the
center of their tip masses. One difference between this proposed experimental design
and the block diagram model of the previous chapter is that even with a linear cou-
pling spring, this orientation would impose geometric nonlinearities in the coupling
stiffness, however this is not expected to qualitatively impact performance.
The primary design challenge would be to determine the best means of attaching
a spring or elastic band to each tip mass in order to allow parameter flexibility.
It should also be noted that care should be taken in construction to minimize any
possible torque on the beams induced by the coupling springs. Attaching the coupling
spring to the center of the tip mass should minimize this effect.
Using a previously studied harvester design as a basis would be simpler from a
design perspective because many of the components are already built and tested.
More importantly, the direct comparison to published results of the standalone har-
vester would provide additional credibility to the claimed performance improvements
predicted by the simulations.
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